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;n*wewanti'WATNEYS

We salute thc wine
press€rs of Francc. It's
a noble occupation but
a thirsty one, and
deserves no less a toast
than Watneys Brown
Ale-one of the most
refreshing long drinks
in the world.

What you want is

WATNEYS BROWN ALE

WHEN YOU NEXT CALL AT I{A,LT.A

oe;';'l 
@lrn* Q)nncy

BAR RESTAURANT GRILL
The Well-known Bar in ltNlta

for Genuine Drinks and -ecoC Focd

English and Continental Kitch,en
specializing in "T" Bone Sirloin Stealt

and Chicken h. la lr{aryland

Ample rooms for Families and Parties

My Motto: Full Satisfaction

42 St. Anne Square '
Phone: C 4tl6

FLORIAT{A
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nqjor refif- ? J
After some time at sea, stationed abroad, or just 'every so often', it's
natural that you should feel like some new clothes. At times like this the

lTillerby service really comes into its own. A new suit ? There's a splendid
range of styles and cloths to choose from, made to measure and ready to
wear. New number ones ? You can be sure, at Willerbys, of personal

service combined with real Naval smartness. You'll find the prices very
reasonabie too, and if you prefer to wear as you pay, there is our allotment
scheme. See Mr. Brian Guttridge, our naval representative, when he visits
your establishment, or write, or call in when you"re next on shore, for the
leaflet describing Willerbys special service for men and women in the Naly.

BETTER TAILORING AT

WTTLERBYS
(By allotmenl il you wish)

lli::: sIRIE-r LONDON, w.1, AND AT lll COMMERCIAL ROAD, PORTSMOUTH. 5 LONTON ROAD, NORTH END, PORTSMOUTH.

.I- ::.:.:-D:. PLY-\1OLTH. :fS HIGH STREET. CHATHA]\T. 20 ABOVE BAR. SOUTHAITPTON. AND BRANCHES THROUGHOUT BRIT.q,IN
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A colourful yarn
There's r-'!rie io a colourful

)arn ilirn l:e spinning of it-at
least :ie;e :s u:rh Gieves'

Unr-rrn C.-.rh. For erery

pai:t;1e e'i rr 361 rre rxe is first

boLl:d lr :ye belore lt is spun

:llo i.::. {s : result, the

.-ol"i: .: ..:: :lorh is the same

iig.:r :::,r-3:: .rc ;an always

:t r:f,:::aJ :c: :eplacement.

In shc:t ,: :. cre,l in the

r\L\-. j:: :: .S ;..'rOrr]'

there:s:1. t::e:.

27 OLD BOND ST., LONDON W.l Telephonc: HYDe Pork 2276

22 THE HARD, PORTSMOUTH Telephone: 21351 2 3

LONDON. PLYMOUTH. DARTMOUTH. CAMBERLEY. FARNBOROUGH, SROCKE\Hl:RS- A:!V3'---
BOURNEMOUTH. SOUTHAMPTON. CHATHAM, EOINBURGH. SI\CHESTER. LO\30\:ER"!

;
,,1

VAGANCIES II{

GOVERl{MEI{T SERVIGE
-

A number of vacancies, offering good career prosPects,
exist for:

RADIO OPERATORS-Ma|e
CYPHER OPERATORS Male and Female

TELEPRINTER OPERATORS I

Appl)r, giving details of Education, Quali.fications and
Experience, to:

Personnel Officer, G.C.H.Q. (4 R.C.O.) (Foreign Oftice)

53 CLARENCE STREET CHELTENHAM
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EDITORIAL
The Summer issue, we thought, would be out in

plenty of time. Unfortunately, the dispute in the
Printing Indusuy had not been taken into account
until the end of May, when it was already too late
ro make any major changes in the programme. If
it were not for the services and timelv aciion of
Mr. Edgar Sercombe, rhe Master Printer, who has
been assogiated with this magazine since its earliest
days, you would still be waiting for it. Another
fum was asked to print this edition and we are very
grateful to them for their help.

Earl \Iountbatten's Coats of Arms
-\s amounced in the Chrisrmas issue, the Coats

of Arms prepared b1- -\1r. C. Apap. the \laltese
Sculptor. are no\l- ln posirion in -\lountbatten
Block. s'here rhel- Iook mosr impressive. The
heraldic descriprion ma1' be of interest as Coats of
Alms are often emblazoned on flags rvhich we
hoist. $/e are grateful to the Richmond Herald
for the following: -" Quarterly, first and fourth, azure, a lion ram-
pant double queued barry of ten argent and gules,
armed and langued of the last crowned or within a
bordure compony of the second and third. Second
and thhd, argent, two pallets sable. Charged on
the honour point an escutcheon of the Arms of the
late Princess Alice, namelS quarterly, first and
fourth, gules, three lions passant guardant or, sec-
ond, or, a lion rampant within a double tressure
flory counterflory gules, third, azure, a harp or
stringed argent, over all for difference a label of
three points argent, the centre point charged with
a rose gules barbed vert and each of the other
points with an ermine spot sable. Crests, (1) Out
of a coronet or, two horns barry of ten argent and
euels, issuant from each three linden leaves vert and
from the outer side of each horn four branches
barrvise having three leaves pendent therefrom of
rhe last for Hesse. (2) Out of a coronet or a plume

of four ostrich feathers alternately argent and sable
for Battenberg. Supporters, on either side a lion
double queued and crowned orl Motto, ' In Hon-
our Bound'."

l0th Anniversary of N.A.T.O.
The North Atlantic Trea'ty was signed in Wash-

ington by twelve countries on the 4th April 1949.
We have all had our part to plan particularly in
the Signals Branch, as a major revision of all our
signal books became necessary, and, so far as the
naval forces are concerned, it is the signal depart-
ments of the countries concerned who have played
a major and successful part in enabling those coun-
tries to rvork together upon the seas.

Twice a Year?
A suggestion has been put forward that the

issues of the magazine should be reduced from three
to two each year. This means cuitting out the
Easter edition and getting out the Summer one at
the end of June. The choice is in yozr hands,
since this is your magazine and your Editor would
welcome any comments on this proposal.

With two issues a year it should be possible to
improve the standard, but against this, the total
number of articles published in one year would be
reduced, even with more pages in each of the two
numbers.

Please write and say what you want.

LETTERS TO TI{E EDITOR

173 London Road,
Horndean, Hants.

22.6.59.
MERCURY MARCH

Dear Sir,
I offer " The Standard of St. George " and

suggest the following points in its favour:-
A. h is a fine, stirring, marching tune.
B. The flag or standard of St. George is, tradition-

aily, amongst the oidest of the flags known to
our Nation. It thus has a traditional associ-
ation with the Signal Branch cum Communica-
tions Branch as flag signalling slowly dies.

C. In the form of Admiral's flags, the Standard of
St. George is very familiar to members of the
Branch and also one of the Branches' import-
ant responsibilities.

A current association with the Communications
Branch is therefore significant.

Yours faithfullg
Charles Stokes.

PRECOMMISSIONING AND
REFRESHER TRAINING

KEEPING UP TO DATE IS YOUR RESPON-
SIBILITY,

As soon as you are informed of your next
draft and realise that you will need to have a
good knowledge of certain communication skills
which have not been practised by you for some
time, you should immediately request, through

.J
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your Divisional Offcer, for the appropriate course
in A.F.O. 3033 158.

These courses enable you to refresh your mem-
ory on basic knowledge and to bring yourself up
to date with the latest changes.

Remember, you are expected to be efficient in
all forms of communication-don't 1et your pro-
fessional ability be found lacking.

The courses in the A.F.O. include precommis-
sioning courses and ate, briefly:

ST: A one week refresher on Fleetwork, Miscel-
laneous, Ship A.T., Voice and V.S. Proced-
ure, Cryptography and Radio Organisation.

For C.C.Y., C.Y. or L.T.O. detailed for
draft i/c of the Tactical department of
a ship.

SR: A one week refresher on Radio Organisation,
Procedure, Voice, Cryptography, Ship A.T.
and Technical.

For C.R.S., R.S., or L.R.O. detailed for
draft i/c of the Radio Department of
a ship.

RR: A three day Ship A.T. course (equipment
and procedure).

For Tactical and Radio Communication
ratings.

CC: A two day Cryptographic Course.
For Tactical and Radio Communication
ratings.

JT: A one week refresher on all appropriate
subiects.

For T.O.2s and below.

JR: A one week refresher on all appropriate
subiects,

For R.O.2s and below.

JS : A one week refresher on E.V. subjects.
For R.O.(S)2s and below.

AT: A one week refresher on Shore Automatic
Telegraphy equipment and procedure.

Foi all Communicators detailed for
draft to a Shore W/T Station or
M.H.Q.

Get your request in EARLY for the course you
require, if you leave it until you ioin Mercury
or your Selected Depot, it may be too late to fit
you rn.

A REMINDER ABOUT CRYPTOGRAPHY
The introduction of primary and secondary skills

has apparently given rise to the idea that secondary
skills are no longer of importance. This is not so.

It is iust as important as ever that Communica-
tion ratings engaged on crypto duties should know
what they are doiug.

There have been several cases recently of ratings
on advancement courses with scant knowiedge of
crypto. and failing their crypto. examination. So
if 

-iou 
have been recommended for a coutse, and

harien't touched crypto. for some time, make sure
that you buff up your kowledge, sirrce the number
of sessions thai can be allowed to this skill in
advancement courses is limited.

"Our Bill"

.JUST WILLIAM'
H. R. HTTCH, L.R.O., B.E.M.

J 37991 to C/JX 163823
The pillars of !0hitehall shuddered on a nice

day in April 1915 (llth) when Bill joined the
Royal Navy. Little did he realise at the time
tbat August 11th, 1959 wouid be his retiring
(terminal) date, when, at the ripe age of 60 he
would leave the Service via the polished portals
of Main Gate, R.N.B. Chatham. S?hat a lifetime
of events it has been for him, a chequered career
indeed. A lifetime of naval historv of rvhich the
lighter . side has given him some very enioyable
memofles,

Trials and tribulations, not for him, trained in
knots and splices at Devonport in Powerlul (please
don't mention ' splices ' again) and in morse and
W/T in Impregnable. Model ' C' Crystal re-
ceiver and Spark transmitter were the technical
problems facing him, he polished off his " boys'
training " at the Signal School Portsmouth, at
that rime situated in R.N.B.

Like all lads leaving the training ship he
thought he was in for a quiet spell on some nice
large 'cushy' ship despite the fact that the First
Vorld War was in full progress. With his kit
he found himself doing the rounds of the
Mediterranean for the remainder of the war years.

Reading like a history book we can recall his
movements, Mudros a Greek island where the
base ship was Europa, this was the Naval Base
for the Dardanelles operations, he ioined Monitor
M32 for service bombarding along the Dardanelles
coast, he recalls that ' M32' was used as callsign
for everything. After the evacuation of troops
from the Dardanelles he joined the ex-Grimsb-v
trawler Semnos for escort duties in the Med.

He practically ioined the ARIvIY when he
landed with them in Bulgaria to activate a port-
able radio station, the intention was to march
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-i'.:-::: :o Turkey, but Turkey capitulated and

-: J:xl,"s job rvas much easier. After arrival in
Ji:,::::::nople (Istanbul) they took over the Ger-
-::"- R-adio Station Osmanieh. A cosmopolitan
:--.li i: ever, like a typical modern N.A.T.O. set

-:;. Br:rrsh. Turkish, French and Greek ' sparkers '.
l-:.e ;ar ended and he found himself at home and
::::ggt1' enjoying the light cruiser Lozoestott, " 4
:-:::eis of the best ", he says, but home was short
-:'.'e,i. Down to the Cape, till 1921. On return
:,r U.K. he became drifter's crew for Dunedin and
:er squadron.

S.R. Hitch passed professionally for Leading
Tei. at Portsmouth Signal School in 1923.

His fancy was sti1l the small ship, destroyers
-:::s time, leaders of the 4th D.S. in the Med',
.\Iackay, Montrose and Broke, 1923 to 1928. The
-\led. was not far enough so he moved on to the
Red Sea where he saw anti-slave patrol service on
Dahlia. After being rated Ldg. Tel. he returned
ro his old hunting grounds of the Med' Station
and Calypso until 1932.

Home Fleet at 1ast, the introduction of the A/S
flotillas, of which Walpole became his home, be-
sides being ' sparks ' he was more or less chief
cook and bottle washer, phones and key took pride
of place in the gal1ey, the only origination of Steam
Radio and !0atery Morse?

After three years of this the future lay in the
Far East, so gathering up his rickshaw he joined
Duchess on the China Station, visiting Shanghai
and all other well known points of (smells) inter-
est. Where there were smelis it was hell; he says,
" It was hell all the time ". Rumour hath it that
he assisted one Fu-Manchu in building the Great
S7a11. I don't believe that though as he hasn't
got that stony expression. It was on this station
ihat our Biil cried for the first time in his career.
The Japs stormed the City of Shanghai and took
over ihe brewery stopping all beer; he was so dry
he cried without tears. I would like to know what
he said was it in Japanese? After all his
training in the art of imbibing, and this had to
happen.

dn returning home he ioined Shcrpshooter (now
Survey Ship Shackleton) at Portland' and in 1939
took his pension. 14 days leave and that rvas that.
But, it is said that the " call of the sea " was too
great, so he re-joined but there was no more sea

time. He has been at Nore \7/T ever since
where the only waves have been in the Wrens'
hairstyles and the only salt that breezing in from
the Mucky Medway.

In 1945 he was awarded the B.E.M. for his
sturdy work at Nore; he was taken aback when
it anived in the mail, though it certainly stopped
al1 his worries regarding a new suit, for present-
ation at Buckingham Palace.

He is a well known figure in the Chatham Dist-
rict and a stanchion of the Navy House where
he has resided for the best part of his 20 years
ihere, living a life of comparative leisure; but
despite this, we shall miss him when he has gone.
He insists of course that he is retiring from the
Service as he took his pension in 1939.

He has served a series of engagements looking
...:::ething iike a cricket scoreboard. 12, 10, 6, 3,
l. 3. 1. 1. 1, l, l, preceded by 2 years 4 months
r. : 3rJ'. If only he wrote his memoirs!

. !ffi:i
:ffi).

-!");.481

L.R.O. GREEN
Mentioned in Despatches

Lieut.Cdr. C. STOKES, R.N.
on receiving the M.B,E.

Heard in B.W.O.:-
Fo1lo*'ing signal received: -FM SNOWI

TO CINC HOME FLEET
Many congratulations on your GCB.

LHOIC to OSCAR DELTA of Watch. " Vhat
does ttre GCB stand for?"
OSCAR DELTA
hooky ? "

ryffi
H+ffils ffSry

" Good Conduct Badge,
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the quieter life of smaller and more private vessels,
we'll iust whet your appetite by relling of rhe
other varieties that come our \r'ay, Those perhaps
for which we work so hard on our 24's on, so
that recreation is all rhe more s\r'eet.

In keeping with .the N.A.T.O. flavour of the
present edition of this magazine, u'e'll don our
N.A.T.O. hats (actually we do business in Tyne
under a ferv different titles, National and
N.A.T.O.) and tell you what happened when we
visited Oslo.

By prior arrangement it was agreed thar rhe
C-ommunications Staffs of CINCEASTLANT's
Flagship and of the N.A.T.O. Headquarters of
COMNAVNORTH/CINCNORTH aI Kolsaas
should streogthen the bonds of N.A.T.O. under-
standlng and appreciaton of what one's opposite
number has to cope u'ith. by an exchange visit.
It rvas a great success. Horv the Tynesiders
rvilted under the charm of such attractive com-
municators; rve understand the girls of the Danish
contingent are called " Lotters " perhaps one
qualification for entry into their Services is to
have lots of good looks . . we congratulate
their recruiting omcers for being so selective.

Apart from the above mentioned visit we also

HOME and MEDITTERANEAN

H.M.S. TYNE
C.IN-C H,F. - C-IN.C EASTLANT - 5.M.2

Variety is the spice of life they say. This
being the case, then rhose of us who currently
have homes in the flag ship of C IN C H.F./
CINCEASTLANT can boast of an existence well
spiced rvirh the more interesting things of life,
and I do no! refer to the attractive youg ladies
appearing from rhe Admiral's hatchway on to
the quarterdeck of. Tyne. However that was one
sort of variety rve rvere Eeated to in Stockholm
during our recent visit early on in our Summer
cruise. On rhis occasion Eddie Calvert the " Man
with the Golden Trumpet " aided by a troupe
of lovely " Bluebell " girls gave an almost im-
promptu concert onboard, to everyone's great
delight and pleasure.

There have been so many important guests in
Tyne we have almost lost count. rVe have now
seen the I(ings of Denmark, Norway and Sweden
on our quarterdeck and flown their flags, for
they are ail honorary Admirals in the Royal
Navy.

For all those Communicators who swear they
would never set foot in a Flagship, but prefer

Oi:,i,t, P::,t: :,,trh

"Bluebell" Girls appearing from Admiral's hatch on Quarterdeck of " Tyne " in Stockholm.
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ud ;ie pleasure of showing many more N.A.T.O.
Tpe gentJemen over the ship, particularly rhose
::3 *'hom we shall be doing business in future
::ercises.

Fe should explain to readers, I think, that al-
-rough rve have been blessed by many important
rsirors in the Flagship we have not entertained
E:nmer the great cartoonist . any similarity
]er*'een his work and that of Bill Bayley is purely
:o:.ncidental,

For those of you who have not got a 'Com-
rentle', but only an M.S.O. we thought we might
nclude a word or two about ours. So much of ourjme is spent within its bulkheads, and it does
represent a fairly unique ' afloat' set up, and we
ieel that a brief explanation of our various titles
rnd responsibilities might interest communicators
more than a factuai diary of our recent progress
round Scandinavia.

Nationally, our Comcenue serves three masters

-The Commander-in-Chief Home' Fleet, Captain
S.M.2 and Tyne itself. This is a straight forward
task where the only variation in routeing and
message handling occurs when the C-in-C em-
barks in Apollo arrd 'rear link' procedure is
employed. N.A.T.O.-wise the C-in-C is also
CINCEASTLANT and, as such, has a shore staff
at the H.Q. Coastal Command, Northwood, in
addition to his staff afloat. To differentiate be-
tween the two, Northwood is called CINCEAST-
LANT (SHORE LINK) and the flagship CINC-
EASTLANT. To complicate the issue further if
C-in-C embarks in ApoIIo we find ourselves hand-
ling trafrc for CINCESTLANT (shore link),
CINCESTLANT and CINCESTLANT in
Apollo. \te realise that this organisation must be
difficult for others to follow and hope that this short
explanation will assist them. The brunt of these
complications, with their necessity for multiple
routeing, is borne by Whitehall Wireless with, we
consider, great fordtude and efficiency.

As perhaps has already been inferred the high-
lights of the Summer cruise have been Tyne's
visits to Stockholm and Oslo separated by an
operational and, as we had forecast, restful visit
to Aarhus. Our forecast proved very inaccurate
and Aarhus became a highlight in its own right.

\Ve are now paying a short visit to Aberdeen to
be followed by visits to Newcastle, Southend,
Antwerp and Plymouth before finally returning to
Portsmouth for the Summer leave.

H.M.S. TIGER
It hardly seems a few days ago that brains were

being racked to tell you how Tiger was faring in
the hands of Messrs. j. Brown the builders. Now,
after three months of trials we are at last com-
missioned for our G.S.C. which promises to be
very interesting, varied and, if the last three
month are any indication, finished before we've
rime to look around.

Nox', what have we done since we last wrote,
:hat might be of interest to you? For one thing,
:i1 the guns work. Ve have been spending our

=i-als 
period in travelling at various speeds, much

:o rhe disgust of the sailors on the upper deck,
;:o hase had to withstand showers of soot; we
:l:r: fued our guns on every conceivable occasion,
::: i3spire their novel insides, they have never

failed; and slowly but surely the signal traffic has
been creeping up. On one busy day the score
stod at 52 out and 76 ins.

In between dmes we spent Whitsun weekend at
Guernsey which enlivened that small island no
end, although true to tradition, the sun disappeared
as soon as we arrived; and more recently we went
to Avonmouth. The idea behind this was to show
the Admiralty workers at Bath how their theories
over the years looked in practice; and for them it
was a wonderful weekend. We had over 5,000
visitors from Admfualty (Bath) alone, not counting
about 300 children and the normal visitors on
Sunday afternoon. One old boy told the Captain
he'd been designing pieces of machinery for war-
ships, in Bath, for 27 years and we were the fust
warship he'd seen. (Cue for comment but I'll
refrain),

The best time for us over the weekend was
the entenainment we provided for about 250
children from the Rainbow Club in Tiger Bay
and for about one dozen spastic children from a
school in Wales. The photograph will give you
a good idea of what our messdecks are like, very
neat and a stowage for almost everything, and a
look into the pleasant Saturday afternoon that we
spent with the kids.

The story of the kids goes back about a month
or so, when T.O.2 Smart appealed for pin ups
through the DAILv MInRon. The response was
enormous-we now have baskets full of lovelies
should anyone want a " pen friend "-but one of
rhe results was that Smart was put into touch with
the organisation in Wales which handles spastic
children only. When we knew we were going to
Avonmouth a party was organised and the result
you can see. Smart received a lot of congratu-
lations afterwards-and he deserved them.

Our future programme is looking clearer, and
the next busy period for us is in August and
September when we come under the benevolent
eye of F.O.S.T. in Portland. u7e kid ourselves
we'll be his best visitors to date. Tell you all
about it at Christmas. And by them, we should
be gracing the portals of Grand Harbour. If no
one else is keen, no doubt Birmingham is.

Problems? The maior difficulty was communal
duties, whereby we lost five hands to the Com-
mander (for messman's duties etc.) for three
months, replacing them with five more Communi-
cators every I'ob change. To say the least it's
unusual to see a 'sparker ' carrying a chippie's
tool bag, but that's what you will see in Tiger.
Practical results suffer terribly. We try to keep
their hands in but it's mostly a question of volun-
tary Dog l?atch instruction. One young gentle-
man, who shall be nameiess, scored 45 per cent in
his exercise after three months in a messman's
iob. However, plans are laid and should they
bear fruit we may have no more communal duty
bothers.

In between bursts of activity at Spithead we
have managed to see many communicating visitors

-from Mercury, Victorious, Commander-in-Chief
Portsmouth and visiting classes. Should you have
nothing to do one day drop over and visit us.
'We've even got coffee and lemonade machines
fitted so that refreshments can be provided.
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Ofrcial pholograph

H.M.S. BELFAST

Our commission commenced with a rousing
march past at Devonport, followed by a fort-
night's shake-down alongside, where we all started
once more to learn about the hidden mysteries of
the B 40 and l0in. S.P. rXre then sailed for the
first time for over five years (with many tears
from the R.A.'s) and anchored in the Sound. \Jfe
have since been doing our " day to day " work-
ing up exercises which have produced their usual
dramas and nightmares for the Signal Officer and
right down the ladder; sufficient to say that every-
thing seems to be in working order now.

Our messdecks and dining hall are reputed to
be the most modern in the Royal Navy. Most
'buntings' and ' sparkers' are now rising to the
dizzy heights with bunks and individual reading
lamp:; (all are burning the midnight oil now . . .)
which gives the Mess that Christmas look at night.
There is no scrubbing out: our decks have been
specially prepared with plastic paint which only
needs washing over with warm water. We regret
that no more volunteers can be accepted for our
luxury cruiser this commission, much as we would
like them, but don't forget we will be needing
reliefs about February 1961 so why not slap in
now?

Sports have rather fallen by the wayside so
far, although our soccer and uckers players are
reported in fine fettle. The regatta's crew is in
full training on runs ashore. Our future pro-
gramme sees us sailing from U.K. on l9th August
calling at Gibraltar and Malta for a four week
work-up, whilst en route to the Far East. (Watch
out all you Brit. Club ratings and \ilanchai
$/anderers). We then look forward to becoming
flagship and to meeting all Communicatols out
there, so watch your " Tigers San Migs "
-we are on our way.

Messdeck
Combined communication mess with Q.M. stafi

all on same messdeck. Big attraction-bathroom
adiacent.
Compass Platform

Two spacious signal desks, each large enough to
cope with two voice or morse operators.
M.S.O. and B.W.O.

Combined, with TP room adjacent.
Flag Deck

After end of Upper Bridge and above the en-
closed Compass Platform. A commanding view
but the main danger is the steam siren immedi-
ately above the flag lockers. Note : 

-We 
lose

more 'buntings ' this way.
Dressing Lines

\(/ith raked funnels (one abaft the mainmast)
and upright masts we find that we have the usual
problems in clearing the aerial arrays. Our main-
down has 32 flags, is 258 feet long and presents
our biggest headache.
w/T

Common Aerial Working, including H.F., seems
to be quite successful. Only two whip aeriais are
fitted (receiving) but it was found necessary to use
1500 feet of aerial wire and 40 insulators to turn
the after funnel and main mast into aerials.
UTR

After end of boat deck. Contains Type 605,
602, 69ls and 2s.

LLR and LTR
Spacious and well .laid out but a long way to

go to tune a transmitter. (Insufficient hands on
Temporary Manning Standard !).
VHF Room

6 Type 87s and CDVs still fitted pending full
UHF conversion.

ALL IN ALL, VERY WELL EQUIPPED
INDEED AND WE LOOK F'OR$SARD TO A
HAPPY COMMISSION IN EVERY \X/AY.
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4th D.S.
In our last article from Agincourt we mentioned

that, like the ten little nigger boys, our members
were growing less. Due to an unfortunate acci-
dent this trend continued with Bm'rosa and
Corunna having a slight brush during 'Dawn
Breeze IVr' which resulted in Agitrcourt having to
assume, vntil Bamosa's repairs were completed,
the role of Squadron as well as Leader.

We searched around and found replacements
though. The appearance in our log rack of a
small log entitled " l0th NATO Anniversary
Log " was the first indication we had of the
responsibility soon to fall upon our shoulders, in
that of assuming the leadership of a squadron of
warships, composed of three destroyers and a
minesweeper of NATO member nations. Chan-
squad One, as such was our illustrious title, con-
sisted of Agincourt (U.K.), Utecht (Neth), Surcoul
(France) arrd De Moor (Belgium), the first three
destroyers of varying types and the latter a mine-
sweeper. Very quickly after our first meeting the
four ships blended well together as a NATO
Squadron and it was gratifying to discover once
again that the last ten years of exercises and prac-
tices have not been in vain. Usually we only get
a chance to work together but now we really had
the opportunity to polish up the social and recre-
ation side-and this we all did wholeheartedly.

Four visits to celebrate the Anniversary were
planned and executed with barely a hitch. Le
Havre, London, Antwerp and Amsterdam all
graciously received our calls and we were feted in
no uncertain manner. Our arrivai was heralded
by a fly-past of maritime aircraft, Shackletons and
Neptunes (British and Dutch) which served both
to announce us and to illustrate the fact that naval
vessels and aircraft are closely allied in carrying
out the divers tasks connected with modern sea
warfare.

The most interesting passage during the visits
was that of our journey through river, canal, hat-
bours and locks to our berths in Antwerp, the
passage is well ',vorth undertaking, even in a
private capacity, if only to see the closely packed
harbours anC locks. The Thames is to Antwerp
as a quiet country lane is to a main trunk road.
In places the Dutch, Belgian, Swiss and German
barges were tied up alongside each other as many
as fifteen and twenty abreast, consisting of all
types, shapes and sizes.

At London we were joined by Chansquad Two,
consisting of Upton (U.K.) Breydel (Belgiurn),
,4.xel (Neth.) and Pollux (France), who were en-
gaged on the same duty as ourselves. Agincourt
acted as host ship to Chansquad One here, as did
the other ships in their home ports. Due to our
being berthed in the Pool, we had to set up a
shore signal station in order to co-ordinate and
assist the arrival and departures of the many
dignitaries visiting and paying ofrcial calls, the
despatch of provisions, mails etc., and the landing
of libertymen. On learning that we had to set
up this signal station there were naturally a few
groans from within the depaftment, but what
matelot doesn't drip, except when he is happy-
when he continues to drip on principle At our
place of duty, on the Tower Pier, there were

plenty of " exciting little things " to see, and so,
with civvies looking over our shoulders as it were,
communications were " pat excellence ".

Our arrival at Le Havle was markedly different
from that at other ports in as much as we were
able to go straight alongside, instead of having to
traverse iiver and canal. Our welcome was cordial
and it is thought that our visit did much to en-
courage that " NATO conscious " feeling.

Amsterdam, without a doubt, was the highspot
of our tour. In Agincourt we were lucky enough
to be able to extend our visit by another three
days, being joined by H.M. Submarines Tireless

^n6 
TTsvaopalae. After the usual official calls

had been made and returned, the whole squadron
set out to enjoy itself-and certainly achieved that
object ! Evernhing was laid on, bus tours, sports
etc. One bar owner even turned his hostel into a
TV room, enabling us to see the Cup Final. Beer,
football, the lot-who could wish for more? It
was a nice gesture and much appreciated. The
natives cheered themselves hoarse as we did, in a
way I suppose that could sum up the feeling of
NATO, cheering as in one voice, groaning when
someone is kicked on the ankle, commenting
caustically where necessary and showing gratific-
ation when another goal towards winning is
gained. At Amsterdam, as in other places, the
ships were illuminated from stem to stern,
Utrecht's illuminations were particularly effective,
a complete outline circuit being used.

Reluctandy, on May 31st, the Chansquads dis-
persed to carry on with their own particular duties,
the general feeling was contained in the following
signal made from Comchansquad One to Chan-
sguad One:-" On the occasion of the Chansquads
official dispersal I would like to tell you what a
very great pleasure it has been to have worked
together in this NATO assignment. I think we
have done a good job and certainly we have en-
joyed it. Para. 2. On behalf of all in Agincourt
I wish you the best of fortune in the future. Bon
Voyage."

This would have been a pleasant note on which
to hoist the paying-off pennant and return to
Pompey, but before this could be done another
Iceland stint had to be undertaken. This is iust
a memory now though-and not too bad a one
at that-and here we are ripping the ship apart.
Some other ships will now have to earn and
assume the title of the Navy's tiddliest destroyer
squadron.

6rh D.S.
'We have been bashful now for far too long and

it's high time TnB Conuuxrcaron heard from
us. So here is the word about our commission.

In early March tr958, the 6th D.S. commissioned
for a Home/Med G.S.C., under the command of
Captain P. U. Bayly, D.S.C."" The process
starteci with Cavendish and Contest meeting at
Portland for the trip to Gibraltar, where Caryslort
was eventually to catch them up, and in the bars
and dives of Main Street the staffs began to get
acquainted.

However, on the zlst of March, with Gibraltar
dropping astern, the 3 week work-up period began
and the Squadron went flat out for efficiency-
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and some say they even achieved it-but our
'togetherness' was not to last for long because
Contest had an ulcer which took some time to put
right.'Ihe Squadron (now two ships) took part in
exercise " Apex " in which Caaenidsh, drunk with
power, took charge of a 14 ship screen consisting
of an assortment of N.A.T.O. escorts. \We learnt
fast that an Executive Signal in some navies is
merely a basis for negotiation ! After 'Apex "
came two brief but pleasant visits to Catania and
Messina (which were duly taken apart). Our
next engagement-apart from anti-riot duties in
Mancel Island canteen-was in exercise " Medflex
Fort " during which the Med. was dotted with
one-ship convoys each with a one-ship screen.
" Very dull " they said, but the C.R.S. and staff
will probably tell you otherwise. Long distance
comms. they said were " Better than Epic "
(Please somebody tell us what " Epic " was like !)

We lost Caryslort to the Cyprus pauol, but
soon after, the whole Squadron found itself in the
Eastern Med., fighting F.O.F. Med's private war
(Eastern Med. tI(eekly Practice Programme). This
sharpened us up for the Lebanon/Jordan afiair
which followed. We developed a friendly rivalry
with the young cruisers in the 5th D.S. I sup-
pose the final score was deuce-but perhaps that's
over modest !

By now it was high suurmer aod time for our
refits. Caryslort and.Cauendish each took a turn
at Naples and thoroughly enjoyed their visits
while Contest had a banzai run at Theoule on the
Riviera before refitting at Gibraltar. The rest of
the Squadron was sent to the cool, cloistered peace,
of Malta Dockyard. All hands took a spell living
ashore at Hal Far, which was good and Verdala
Barracks-that most 5-star of all Med. Hotels-
which wasn't.

In November the Squadron left the Med. Fleet
and reformed at Gibraltar to meet the other lot
from Home Waters, plus the Canadians, the
French and the Germans. \Ve didn't go home
quietlS for exercise " Sharp Squall 3 " kept us
busy all the way.

At last we arrived back in U.K. and gave
Christmas leave. In January we managed to get
all the ships together and descended on 'Derry
for a month at the J.A.S.S. This proved a very
popular and instructive time for the staffs, who
were kept busy all the time. The weekends were
spent up the river at 'Derry with the Embassy
looking more like a communicator's ball each night.

The next ports of call for Caaendish and Contest
were Liverpool and W'allasey respectively, with
Canysfort slipping away to her beloved 'Pompey.'
Merseyside was a very handy billet for the North-
erners and full of hospitality for everyone. lJ7e

reciprocated by being open to visitors and having
the unbelievable total of 6000 people over one
small destroyer in 3 hours. Caoendish also man-
aged to send a coachload of matelots to Kendal,
a town in the Lake District which had adopted
the ship in the dark days. Needless to say the
Communicators were there too,

The beginning of March fouad us on the grey
Atlantic heading for Gib. to join up with the Fleet.
We don't talk about that passage in the 6th D.S.

The three ships ran the gauntlet separately as far
as Cape Trafalgar and then in due course we
entered harbour with the Fleet and got cracking
with the sellotape.

As is usual after passages like that, an inspec-
tion followed, but we worked harci and we hope
that F.O.F. Home was satisfied with what he
found.

" Beware the Ides of March!" Beware indeed.
for they heralded the 'dawn ' of ' Dawn Breeze
IV " in which the 6th D.S. spent some time as
the resident planeguards. Catendish attempted
an imitation of a Flagship by reading, decrypting
and reporting every signal received. This resulted
in the Captain (D) knowing everything and the
staff crawling away on Easter leave to die !

Just in case we'd forgotten what it was all about,
on completion of our leave, their Lordships gave
a low lau3h and hurled Cavendish and Contest
into the Icelandic arena. Caryslort managed to
duck and hid in 'Derry for a while, but they
eventually caught up with her and sent her up
to relieve us. Iceiand Pauol was enioyed by
everyone because the weather was good and the
supply of fish and chips excellent. For the Com-
municators ;he work was heaw but came in nice
and regular and the remaining- time was spent on
hobbies and ships' competitions with relatively
little distraction. Contest, unsatisfied with this,
spent her time trying to swot gunboats.

Leaving Caryslort to guard the fishes we wenr
to Rosyth for rWhitsun Navy Days to show our-
selves to the Scottish hordes. Then on to Ports-
mouth to provide the glamour for " Shop
Window." This was followed in early June by a
bonanza visit to Stockholm from which the Com-
municators emerged broke and doe-eyed (those
blondes). Captain (D) once again gathered all
his squadron under his wing and almost got them
back to Portsmouth in a bunch :until Contest
went 'Crack' instead of 'Bang' and had to nip
away to be sewn up.

Weak but still willing, the Squadron went off
into the Atalantic to carry out planeguard duties,
and each took her turn to talk to the Royal Air-
craft on its way to Canada.

At the time of going to prcss the 6th D.S. are
at I-ondonberry once again iust to show them
we're still pressing hard, then in mid July all
ships will visit Northern Irish ports for a final
banyan. After that, Contest goes home to Chatham
to pay off, and Caaendish and CorysJorl renew
their acquaintance rvith the fishes.

In early August Caoendish starts a refit in
'Guzz' and by early October we turn our charges
over to the tender mercies of our successors, who
will take the ' Dish ' and the ' Fort' to the Far
East. We wish them good luck, good sailing and
may their halyards neither wither nor their main
roofs ever grow less.

S.T.C. DEVONPORT
Due, no doubt, to the present difficulties in the

printing trade our previous article became some-
what confused with Londonderry's which gave
your correspondent the impression that the tem-
porary manning standards had gone far enough.
Splitting oneself between ' Guzz' and ' Derrv '
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is no skylark and the mere thought of the seatime
involved is suficient to make any stanchion dash
to the bay for a stiff dose of 'kwells ".

Shortly after going to press at Easter, Whitsun
Navy Days were held and a triangular tug-o'-war
ensued between the Service, the beaches and the
moor. The glorious weather decided the day and
consequently the attendance at Navy Days suffered
appreciabiy, however the S.T.C. display did a

lively trade in greetings radio-postcards clearing
ll89 during the three days. This figure is well
below our average Whitsun takings but it is hoped
to make up the leeway by breaking our record
of over 3000 during August.

The weather, this season, has blessed the cricket
league and at the time of writing the S.T.C. has
only one match left to play. Having lost only
one we are in a favourable position for the title.
The wheel of fate turned against us in that match
as five of our wickets wele taken by a cornet
playing L.T.O. on loan to the Guard and Band
and we lost by two runs. Several suggestions
have been made regarding the said L.T.O. and
his cornet which bear no relation to the noble art
of whacking leather with willow.

The U.S. Division III soccer league shield
resides in the S.T.C. after last season's efforts.
Having graduated to Division II for next season
there is much speculation as to our capturing
that shield as well but the famous maxim 'what
Argyle can do, we can', still stands-back to Div.
III.

Just in case our readers get the impression that
all our time is spent on the sports field here are
the brief statistics on the professional aspect. To
date this Term the following have passed through
the books T.Os 87, R.Os 180, R.N.R. New En-
tries 39, R.N.R. Morse progress 9, \f.R.N.R.

Conversion 19, Emergency Crypto 6, and R.N.S.R.
Coder (Eds) 11.

It is hoped that many " old ships " will be
recognised in the photographs. The precincts of
the S.T.C. have been buffed up by a well known
Plymouth firm of flannel weavers but the Com-
mander's comment that he should remember to
bring his sunglasses next rounds was purely
because of the tropical sunshine.

S.T.C. CHATTIAM
The end of Easter leave introduced a Summer

Term which has not been uneventful. Although
the old familiar faces are still to be found in quiet
places, many new faces are now to be seen. Com-
mander D. V. Morgan, M.B.E., is now the Execu-
tive Commander of R.N.B. and Lieut. C. J. Whiffn
has taken over as Officer-in-Charge S.T.C. Lieut.
F. W. H. Chatten has retired to a life of luxury
and ease (we think).

The Communication Department has been hold-
ing the barracks together lately by supplying hands
for Barrack Boatswain's party; the Royal Guard
for the Duchess of Kent, who will be launching
the submarine Oberon in July; and galley party to
mention but a few things.

T'here seem to be more members of C,ommon-
wealth and Foreign Navies represented in R.N.B.
than members of our own Navy and the S.T.C. is
no exception for we have a number of Venezuelan
signalmen under training here. C-onsidering the
fact that they do not speak any English (except for
one C.P.O.) they are progressing extremely well
under the patient supervision of C.Y. Baughen.

For a change I have left sport to later than usual
in the article. On the athletics side in Pembrohe
sports, we fielded a good team having competitols
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in every event. In this we were assisted by our
Venezuelan signalmen who were very keen. It is
pleasing to note that the veterans race was won by
C.C.Y. Hunton. He has been training for some
time for this event and we are proud of his achieve-
ment. T.O.3 Lowes is worthy of special mention
here. He was 'dispersed' in the forenoon but
stayed behind in the afternoon to run for the Com-
munications in the 3 miles event. After a thrilling
race, the most exciting of the afternoon, he was
just pipped at the post and came second. On the
cricket field I am afraid we must hang our heads
in shame. Out of 5 games we have won but one.
That was against the Regulating Staff, which is no
great achievement. (If any R.P.O. is reading this
I'm only ioking).

After such a tale of woe, I think it only fair to
mention something that will bring a smile to your
faces. Sub Lieut. Nash, the D.O., came ofi his
scooter earlier in the Term. IJnfortunately it put
him out of action for a couple of weeks. The
culrent phrase in the office now'is, " HAVE YOU
MET ANY GOOD DOGS LATELY, SIR?''

Finally I would like to mention that " Pembroke
Hotel " is open for another year and you can be
sure of excellent accommodation for all weary
sailors except R.A.'s looking for subs when they
are duty.

NORE WIRELESS
At last, from the home of " Kentish Men " or

" Men of Kent ", (take your choice)-comes Nore
W/T. After 20 years on the Staff of C-in-C
Nore, Bill Hitch assures us that this must surely
be the fust article. Life here is short-lived, the
recent maior decision to close the Nore C-ommand
gives us life until April 1961, but before then we
hope to have a few more articles in Tsp Cot''t-
MUNICATOR.

\fe would like to send greetings to all Com-
municators who have served with us in the past,
and hope that no longer do they work in the
depths of the earth.

Latest gen is that those lovely girls are leaving
us fast and furiously. Marriage, release and drafts
have made vast inroads into the Staff, the Wren's
Drafting working on the idea that Chatham is a
Self Service Depot or something. S.C.O. was
aghast of course and after many 'phone calls and
attempts to compose the right official letter, he
made it. The result, real live sailors once again
share the seats of the !flrens. 'We've not gone
completely male yet, but unofficially we should all
regret the departure of les girls, bless'em.

Life in the tunnel chugs on much the same as
ever. The route march up and down the ramp
from surface to 100 fathoms under can be recom-
mended to anyone keen on slimming by exhaustion.
The C.R.S. has lost a stone, and Bill Hitch has
lost his breath-need we say more?

It is strictly taboo to mention SEz4 down the
office, as we're so far away from it, however, vou
' haven't lived ' if your nostrils haven't twitched
to the lovely ozone of the Mucky Medway.

From the personality column you will see that
Bill Hitch is at last retiring; he's done some good

work in his time, and we shall surely miss him.
Books, corrections, tea-boat (especially the tea-
boat), who is to organise all that now?

Sporting activities are very limited of course,
as all the staff are watch-keepers. R.S. Kesteven
has joined recently and is stiil playing water-polo
whenever he gets the chance. Cricket is now
looming up and C.R.S. is having a bash in the
C-in-C staff team. L/Wren Lynham is a
W.R.N.S. hockey player, and last season played in
the inter-Service games at Portsmouth.

It is thought that the watch-keepers will be
" shellbacks " before very long, the night rations
for the past three months have consisted of no-
thing but eggs. We fully expect to see someone
sitting on a clutch one dan in some cosy corner
of the office.

lfhilst making 400 groups on C.C.N. recently,
the operator made after 100 groups " ZZC. Sorry
for bad morse but my key is tight and I cannot
move it" . (lfomen Drivers again!).

R.N.A.S. ABBOTSINCH
Abbotsinch is still on the map at 55" 52'N 4"26'

\J7, we haven't been " Vay Aheaded " out of exist-
ence, nor has the weather expunged us from the face
of the earth, in spite of the well known fact that
a constant drip will wear away the hardest stone
(constant drip writing).

Our parish has shrunk a little with the depart-
ure of MARSIJ for southern climes, but you don't
wish to knorv that !

Exciting moments up here are few and far
between, but when one of our 'Wrens fell over the
tulip bed the other day and btoke an ensign
before it reach the masthead, it did remind me of
another dress ship occasion that did not go exactly
to plan.

The Fleet was assembled to do honour to the
Head of an influential Middle East State, whose
yacht was due to steam through the lines ar 1230.
Last minute touches were being put to ships by
a few of the hands, whilst below the ships' com-
panies changed into best whites. The weather was
perfect, with iust enough breeze to blow the dress-
ing lines out, but not enough to make them un-
manageable. Ours was new, having been hoisted
but once to make sure that it was a perfect fit.
Ensigns were made up with care, and at ll55
hoisted slowly to the masthead. As the signal to
dress ship 

^t 
1200 fluttered out in the flag ship,

topmen went aloft-Now what the heck is that
ship calling us for, and with break P too? 'SVC

-I think your dressing line is the wrong way
round." Oh no ! This couldn't happen to a dog.
Well call me.Fido. The scramble which ensued
would have made a good cartoon, but few were
laughing as we struggled to change fore-down for
main-down, but it iust is not possible to re-rig in
less than five minutes. The fleet dressed 

^t 
1200,

we presented rather a difierent picture, a good evo-
lution no doubt, but not one designed to win friends
and influence people. However the President was
late and I'm sure he admired our taut dressing line
as he steamed past. Did he also notice the red
faces on the flag deck?
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It's a few years now since this happened, the
wounds have healed, and the lesson learned, but
don't forget to check that line or your name may
be Fido.

If you're in the Clyde area look us up, but please,
don't ask us to set watch on Ship/NAS during
non-flying periods without warning, and remember
that our complement includes only one morse
trained rating, who has already devoloped a split
personality by manning Ship/NAS and S/M exer-
cise wave at the same time.

I'hoto: PortsDloutlt Eycning Ners

HE,A.DQUARTERS RESERVE,
H.M.S. SOUTHWICK.

A new " Ship " has been " launched " in the
Portsmouth C-nrnmand. The Headquarters Re-
setve welcome this opportunity on the Tenth
Anniversary of N.A.T.O. to contribute their first
article to Tur ConuuNrcAToR.

The " launching " ceremony took place on the
17th June 1959 on the Upper Parade ground of
' Fort Southwick " in the presence of the Com-
mander-in-Chief, Portsmouth, Admiral Sir Manlev
Power, K.C.B., C.B.E., D.S.O., who afterwards
spoke of our fu.ture role. The Royal Marine Band
provided incidental music throughout the inspection
followed by the " Beating of Retreat " and "Sun-
set ",

For those of you who are wondering what the
Headquarters Reserve is, Iet me elucidate. The
Commanding Officer is Commander P. A. Tither-
idge, R.N.R., who has an office in the Commander-
in-Chief Channel's Headquarters, in the Dock-
yard.

The Reserves have been formed primarily for
the role of manning the Command Channel Head-
quarters in time of war, thereby releasing active
service personnel for duty elsewhere. In addition
Portsmouth (CINCHAN) units have ben formed
at Northwood, Middlesex (CINCEASTLANT),

Roslth (COMNORLANT) and Plymouth (COM-
PLYMCHAN).

The unit is made up of Plotters, Recorders and
Communicators, the latter being categorized into
Message Handlers, Cryptographers, Telephone
Operators, Teleprinter Operators and Radio Oper-
ators.

Our training, which commenced on lTth June
1958, is carried out in the Underground Head-
quarters at Fort Southwick on Wednesday evenings
between 1930 and 2130. Touchtyping instruction
is given in the Command Touchtyping School.
H.M. Dockyard. The training is performed under
the guidance of the Command Staft Communication
Officer.

We trainees are all volunteers, with a good mix-
ture of male and female, some young and some not
so young, of whom a few are ex-service and others
with no previous service to their credit. \We mainly
come from the local area, but some keen enthusi-
asts even come from as far afie1d as Bournemouth
and London. In fact we are all very keen and feel
smart in our blue ba'ttledress and blue berets.
After a period of probationary training and subject
to reaching a satisfactory standard, we are advanced
to Grade III status and are allowed to put up our
badge. From then on advancement is competitive.

Some of us took paft in last year's N.A.T.O.
exercise 'Shipshape ", and although sti1l very
green, we found it most interesting and of immense
value to our subsequent training. We are indeed
all looking forward very much to the next N.A.T.O.
exercise in September, when some of us will try
to prove that we are not so " green " as some
would like to think we are.

From time to time arrangements are made for
those of us who can spare the time from our regular
employment, to visit ships with an occasional trip
to sea in the Solent and so see what happens on
the other side of the fence. Recently we had a
very pleasant trip to H.M.S. Mercury, and look
forward very much to a repeat performance later
in the year.

H.M.S. DUNKIRK
Thinking back over the last twelve months or

so, it seems quite a long time since Draftie unfor-
tunately discovered that there was a 'sparker' at
R.N.A.S. Brawdy who had been loafing up there
nearly a year and decided to senC me to the above
named ship.

Quite a lot has happened since then, and as you
haven't heard from us since we commissioned in
May 1958 I thought it was high time that some-
thing should go down in black and white concern-
ing our antics before we pay off in November.

The commission didn't start a1l that well as we
had only been at sea a couple of days doing the
usual work up off Portland when rve managed to
run foul of a buoy which damaged our screw and
put us in dry dock at 'Pompey ' for a few days.
Naturally the wiider members of the staff partook
of this excellent opportunity to refresh themselves
once again with the various alcohoiic beverages
that are to be had in that nautical town. However,
we managed to reioin the rest of the squadron in
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time for the passage to Gibraltar where we had a
brief stay of two hours.

Arriving at Malta we had a month of the usual
exercises and were then despatched on the now
well known Cyprus Patrol. Misfortune struck
once again whilst en route for the ' Gem of the
Mediterranean.' We were only twelve hours out of
Malta when a fire broke out in No. I boiler room.
Fortunately there were no casualties, and the fire
was soon under control. Trafalgar, who was with
Lrs, came alongside and sprayed our Port side with
hoses to cool us down a little. In fact it was very
fortunate for us that she was there at the time.
We arrived at Cyprus without further mishap and
commenced our patrol which included two weeks
off the Lebanon whilst the Jordan landings were
taking place.

\7hen we at last returned to Malta there fol-
lowed a short self-maintenance period before we
went off the Marseilles to partake'of a little French
hospitality, which was, ro say the least, very forth-
coming and very welcome. More was to come:
the following weekend found us taking in the
delights of Naples where bus trips to Rome and
Pompei were organised. Our American cousins
rvere there in force and the opportunity was offered
of looking over their ships and vice-versa.

After this brief respite Dunkirk once more re-
turned to Cyprus doing the old chores, but the end
of the patrol was followed by a short stay in Haifa
where we wete made very welcome and several
members of the staff went to private houses for an
evening and had a wonderful time. The Israelis
certainly know a matelot's taste as far as social
activities are concerned !

Following this, Palma in Majorca was visited,
also Gibraltar where the preliminary 'rabbits '
were got in. We then returned to Malta where
Christmas was spent. Ttre New Year saw us hard
at work (?) preparing for Captain (D)'s Inspection
which occurred in February. Captain (D) seemed
quite pleased with our performance and everyone
let go a long sigh of relief when it was all over
and the A.S.C.O. and Radio Supervisor had re-
turned to life !

By this time the Mediterranean half of the com-
mission was just about over. !7e did another
short Cyprus patrol followed by a visit to Istanbul
and thoughts turned to dear old U.K. once again.
However, the powers that be did not let us ger
away with it so easily and before finally leaving
the Mediterranean we found ourselves off Gibral-
tar taking part in a week's Anti-Submarine exer-
cises with ships of N.A.T.O. countries.

Dunkirk eventually arrived in 'Oggie land ' on
the 21st April and everyone had a fortnight's leave
rvhich went down very well indeed. Following
this we went up to Rosyth to ioin the Home Fleet
for exercises with ships of the Dutch, Danish and
Norwegian Navies.

At the time of writing we are doing our whack
of Icelandic Patrol. To all you people who have
not been up here yet but expect to do so, take my
advice. Bring your winter woollies with you.
You'Il need them-even in summer time.

R.N.A.S. LOSSIEMOUTH
Since our last appearance we have had gOO

Squadron commission here with U.H.F. Scimitars
so we now have to man V.H.F. and U.H.F.
gl_rqllgls which keep our staff busy. So far the
U.H.F. seems to be behaving as Dlanned. Durins
June the communications sr;ff were tepr occ"pli8
with exercise " Fairwind " and our R.O.s received
valuable experience manning SHIp/NAS con-
tinuously. \Torking with N.A.'|.O. sLips kept us
on our toes as some of the Netherland opeiators
are very good.

On the domestic side the communicarions ratinss
now have their mess in the P.C.B. (sort of livirip
on the iob). A very cosy mess they have too, ali
the Iatest mod. cons. and television, igOO model.

The M.S.O. and teleprinter room at the momenr
manned by civilians are due to be navalised in
September 1959, so here's your chance all you
tacltical operators who want a quiet number.

Lossiemouth Air Day takes blace on Saturdav
lSth July this year and from-what we hear ii
should .be worth seeing. IITe have even got a
submarine steaming around the airfield to be
attacked by Swordfish.

\Ve have now lost our M.F.V. so R.O.2 Hunt
wonl be able to boast about his seatime, but when
he gets on the ,4/ft Royal he'll be able to .. sink'em---

On Sports Dag the Tels. distinguished them-
selves by winning the only race for which beer
was the prize.

_ Elyi"g seems to be the vogue these days.
L/Wren Frankcom ser our dresied for the pirt
(quite.unrecognizable as a !(/ren) for a trip in a
Vampire, Of course, once in the air she was able
to pounce on some unsuspecting " Bravo " luren,s
R/T procedure. Less lucky than L/Vren Frank-
com was our latest addition to rhe staff Shelagh
Connell, who was promptly sick into her paper
bag when up in a chopper.
Departures: L/$/ren Smith to become Mrs.

Mason but still maintaining close contact with
4if Traftc, Wren Canning to Yeovilton,
L.R.Os MacGregor and Picton for R.S's course,
R.O.2 Ruxton for L.R.O's course.

Ariaals: L.R.O. Redpath from H.M.S. Surprise,
L.R.O. Shore from Mercury, R.O.l Hall from
Mercury, L/Wren Kent from Admiralty, rI(/ren
Connell ftom Mercury.

MALTA COMCEN
After apo.logising for our absence in the Easter

edition, here goes with the Summer number. lWe
won't say much about exercise ' Medflex Guard "
(although a lot happened) as the ships which took
part will probably write about it too. Suffice it to
say that we handled an enormous amount of traffic
with very few errors. The highest daily trans-
mission figure was well over 3,000 which kept us
more than busy. As the D.F.C.O. said at the time
' They have not got us beat !' (Mutterings among
the knee sagging watchkeepers!). We all learnt
much from this exercise and it will be interesting
to see how we get on next time in our colourful
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underground Comcen where we have recently
installed ourselves,

We are still in the teething stage, but no doubr
rhe litle snags which do exist will be overcome tn
the very niar future. Those who knew the
' Tunnei' in the old days will be in for quite .a
shock if they pay us a visit (and any Communi'
cator is quiie w6lcome to do so.) Gone -are- the
dustv veliow walls, the equally dusty rock floor,
and tne antiquated fans blowing in hot air. No*
we have air cbnditioning, fluorescent strip lighting'
coloured corticene and walls whose colours vary
from delightful shades of pink and beige to equally
delightful shades of green. Everything is designed,
so ive are told, to make working conditions far
more pleasant and easier on the eyes.

The C.R.R. is perhaps a little overcrowded with
equipment, the most notable of which is the
Mari:oni remote control receiving apparatus known
as CHA. The sh.ip/shore operators can now get
"spot on" any frequency in the band, so if they
teli you that you're not on '350' then you're not
on ' 350 '. It's as simple as that.

rWhen we get the problem of cleaning this new
corticene soried out, everything will be in apple
pie order, The new corticene was treated with a

plastic polish which was supposed to give a per-
hanent shine but somewhere it has gone wrong.
The dirt has stuck to the deck and now refuses
to shift. Any Holystones about? Thus we have
been transpoited from 'fresh air and sunshine' to
a uoelodviic existence under Castille Square and
it's n6t zurprising to hear various bodies singing
'I am a mole and I live in a hole'.

There have been various watch socials during
the winter months and iudging by the number of
defaulters outside the office, the morning after one
of these socials, a good time had been had by all !

Now we are in the season of Comino boat trips
and beach barbecues. Two pastimes which are
very much indulged in by the Comcen Staff.

Incidentally, although a 1ot of people may not
know it, Malta Comcen serves CINCAFMED and
thus is 

-a 
Naval Combined National and NATO

Comcen. So if you are earmarked for us, brush up
on vour N.A.T.O. procedure as the turnover of
relieis doesn't allow much time before you are
'on your own'.

We have said ' Goodbye ' and ' Hallo ' to so

many shipmates since Easter that it would not be
oossible io mention them all here. Sufice it to
mention some of the Senior ratings who have
'changed messes '. C.C.Ys Busby and C,overdal
have -been relieved by C.C.Ys Satterley and
Weeks, and C.R.S. Thomas by C.R.S. Ryder. We
have also said goodbye to Lt. Cooper and have
welcomed in his place Lt. Shutt as P.C.O.

And so it is time to bid ' au revoir ' until Christ-
mas and wish all Communicators everywhere good

Q.S.O's and no Q.R.M. (If the Editor prints
h;U this rubbish I shall be standing the C.R.S.
Reg. a Hop Leaf).

Note by Editor: That's one tot you've lost.

NEVERVOLUNTEER...
(OId Service Motto)

Each vear in Februarv, Admiral Commanding
Reserves' asks for volunteers to assist in the
Meditenanean Medflex series of NATO exercises.
Each vear the list is full to capacity, but alas, the
word volunteer is absent from our new title of
Roval Naval Reserve. Ilowever, in April about
foriv bodies, male and female, emplane at Gaiwick
for 

-Malta 
C-omcen and points west. !7e receive

courteous consideration 
-from the Transair host-

esses, Shelagh, Susan and Claire, all ready with
double gins 1t two shillings a time.

As a 
"civilian I can nevEr quite understand why

we should arrive at Malta at rhe unearthly time
of four in the morning, at which time I normally
rest on my couch, Ah well, 'twas ever thus, the
Navy likes it the hard waY.

Tiris vear we were under the guardianship of
the Deputy Fleet Communications Officer, Lieut'
Cdr. C. Ii. Anthony and his staff. They ar-
ransed the watchkeeping bills and the communi-
cations briefing; pay (yes, we get paid); passages
backl warranti, travelling, form DNA800,-not
warrints, detention, form 5245, the latter being
unknown in the reserve.

The exercise begins, and the bricklayer, the
clerk, the shop assistant, the advertisement man-
ager,' the bank teller, and the local gov-ernment
o-fficer are once more proud members of the com-
munications branch.

Signals go into orbit-and apart from the -odd
one -stav t[ere-unless some miracle brings them
back alive. All in all a period of intensive battlc
rages.

The end of the exercise allows time for shop-
oins. siehtseeing and for the officers an invitatiorr
i.ofr Ciptain and Mrs. Alan Seymour-Haydon to
cockrails'to celebrate the vi:rory to either red or
blue. Does it really matter who won? The

W.R.N. Reserves at Gibraltar.
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drinks are very good.
Photographs are taken to be kept as memenlos

of a period of panic and pleasure. One personal
approach which is much appreciated is the letter
sent to each employer by the Chief of the Allied
Staff, Vice Admiral Sir St. John Tyrwhitt, Bt.,
C.8., D.S.O., D.S.C., expressing thanks on behalf
of NATO for allowing time off for rhe volunteers.

The flight back is remembered by the generous
gin which Shelagh dispensed; our arrival at Gat-
wick; and, finally our discharge from the books of
the Royal Navy " to shore ".

You ask about the odd signal which remains in
orbit? The volunteers will be back again next
year to read it on ship/shore.

WINDMILL HILL
OT .. CHIEF'S LITTLE ACRE "

Having in past years read many CortttlluNrca-
tons and enjoyed the numerous'articles contained
therein, may we, the inmates of the above, tender
our article for inclusion?

\Ve are given to understand that this particular
Lloyd's Station is the last of the naval stations
manned in " captivity."

The staff at the moment consists of a C.C.Y.,
C.Y., 2 L.T.Os, 3 T.O.2s, and 4 N.S. T.O.3s
recendv arrived. We also have the M.H.Q. rat-
ings who " lodge " here. Comprising I L.R.O.,
2 R.O.3s plus 2 N.S. R.O.3s plus any communi-
cators from ships in refit who want a change of
scenery,

On the domestic side we possess an excellent
locally born chef whose efforts to feed the " non
rich whites " are much appreciated. Those of us
recendy joined are given to understand that he
has been here almost as long as " Vindy ".

Contact with the outside world is maintained
usually by telephone for those shore based 10" and
12' for those waterbourne and by taxi or " shanks
pony" for the local hostelries and cinemas.

Our work is, in the main, commercial, the most
interesting part of which is the occasional Distress
when we inform everyone with the possible excep-
tion of the President of Patagonia. As can be
imagined commercial work improves one's know-
Iedge of shipping lines, flags and funnel markings
and anyone hoping to take geography in G.C.E.
could well be advised to ioin us.

Ve have said commercial work, and this gives
rise to the thought that naval morse consists of
dots and dashes and is usually depicted in dia-
grams as circles and oblongs, we have since found
that it can also consist of squares, ellipses and
other geometrical designs. Tankers we find, are
excellent exponents of the elliptical type morse.

Any tactical Communicator who has in the past
felt frustrated with fleetwork is invited to spend
just one nighr watch at 'Vindy' when it appears
that the entire Merchant Navy is passing, and
we will ask him after calling a dozen without
getting an answer, which he prefers. Frustration
is not the word we use.

M,H.Q. Gib. provides the feminine interest for
those who would indulge in this pastime, its num-
bers were recently augmented by 30 W.R.N.V.Rs
and during the period of their stay in Gibraltar
the single rnembers of V.H.S.S. could be seen

foregathered at the " wailing wall " which is the
new name for a certain metal structure surround-
ing a nearby naval Establishment.

During this period it was also observed by Chief
that the necessary sleep required to rejuvenate
members after a " 48 on " can be dispensed with.
Observations or Musings from the L6okout
(l) On calling a merchanr ship and receiving the

reply
I .H.O.'W, has been prevailed upon to refrain
from replying "And I am the Bishop of Lip-
hook ".

(2) It is also a trifle disconcerting to be asked,
after reporting that you have eichanged ident-
ities with a submarine, whether she was on the
surface; especially at 3 a.m.

(3) We notice that the Chief was a little sad after
the following telephone conversation.

Chief :

Voice at the other end : " M.H.Q."
Chiel: "This is Vindmill, You have H.M.S.

So and So entering harbour."
Vgice : " lfhy are you telling me?"
Chief : " Is that M.H.Q."
Voice : " Yes."
Chief : " That's why I'm telling you."
Voice: " Oh !"

$ Jurrrrrr"r Aornp.lilio,r,
) No eligible entries wcre received lor the
\ Cnn'rooN scction.

'i',,i',,),i,,'t))'n)',))*,,,'ir' !'" r ' r ''! I' 
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PRIZE WINNING FEATURE

Hullo a1l, weli it is iust one week to the special
celebration we have down here, on the 2lst June
all the bases in the Antarctic celebrare midwinter
the centre of the dark monrhs, and look forward
to seeing the days getring longer and the sun
showing more and more above the horizon. We
celebrate it in the good old Chrisimas fashion with
turkey (tinned), chicken (tinned), new potatoes
(tinned), splours (tinned), beer (tinned), and a few
bottles of champagne thrown in with various orher
beverages liable to render memories of the feast
very hazy indeed.

But what of the past? Well quite a bit has
happened since I last wrote. The ice c1iff is still
there (and liable to remain for a few more years)
and the hydrographic survey has drawn to a
successful close, but not without a few small
adventures which will make the teams' memories
of this land, vivid indeed.

As you know, my work consisteC of maintain-
ing communication between the party and the out-
side world, and between the launch and the rear
base. At the rear base I had a type 612 and the
launch had a type 622. I had one main schedule
a day with the Government wireless station at
Port Stanlev 1,000 miles away, and four hourly
schedules with the launch when she was operating.
This kept me mostly ar base, but there were
occasions when I was needed our in the fie1d with
the survey party, when the work necessitated
widespread triangulation stations. During these
periods I mainly acted as relief coxswain to Lead-
ing Seaman Arthur Milnes (who had a very
exacting )ob in these waters).

About the middle of summer more ice had been
released south, and was being carried northwards.
The launch began to look rather batrle scarred
with her paint scraped off, and with a few holes
appearing in her hull. Also her copper sheathed
bottom was being polished brightly by continuous
contact with small brash ice. on two occasions we
had to beach the launch and tack or rhe strips of
copper that had been torn loose. The ice was
hampering our work and in windy conditions was

a veritable menace, it was in such conditions that
the launch nearly came to grief.

The party was away on a long trip working
amongst a group of islands to the souihwards, I
was back ar base keeping the usual four houilv
rourine skeds wirh them. Durine rhe earlv after-
noon a rather brisk wind arose -and soon'settled
down into a Force Four of Five gale. Nothing
was heard of the launch on mv 1600 sked so f
settled down to hourly skeds, this being rhe pro-
cedure being agreed on for such a- situation.
Nothing at all was received from the launch until
2000 when I heard Lieut. \Wvnne-Edwards broad-
crsting over and over again 

-that 
the launch was

caught in ice but- the party was alright. Nothing
mcre was hearl from them until Zt00 when uo
came Lieur. Vynne-Edwards quite strongly rb
tell. me. that they had been caught by thii 'gale,

and owing to the nature of the lslands had Seen
forced to ride it out due to lack of shelterins
places. The ice however was moving so fast witfr
the wind, that they were caught between an ice-
berg and a large floe. The launch was beinq
squeezed badly by rhe pressure and rimber cracks
were heard, so the party took to the ice floe with
q1-nych equipment as possible. They tore the
622 from the bulkhead and set it up on the ice.
but_unfortunately in connecting up f mistake was
made, and the batteries drained 

- in a big blue
flash. After a while the wind changed diiection
and _began to blow the floe away from the berg,
so all equipment was trundled back to the launih
and clear water sought as fast as possible. The
batteries were recharged and they were then able
to. co-ntact me. A very lucky escape don't you
think?

Soon after this event H.M.S. Protector aDDeared
in the area. In view of rhe strain on the iaunch
engine during ice work and some prevailing troubie
with her propellor shaft, it was decidedlhat the
launch should be taken aboard Protector and
overhauled. The launch made a two hour trio
and was taken onboard. The members of rh'e

POTS IN THE ANTARCTIC (21
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p3rty that took her out were greeted by the rec:p-
tion party with a step back and the words " I
expect you would like a bath " . they got one
. . and a haircut !

Those of us .left behind ar base were visited by
a he'i:opter frc:n Protector bearing the Govern-
or of the Falkland Islands who was in the area
visiting the Fids Bases, it also brought mail.
Silence descendel whilst ietters were read and
reread.

When the launch final1y returned it was loaCed
up with fresh meat, fresh potatoes, bread, beer
and a few more luxuries (my particular thanks to
the Communication Staff aboard Proteclor who
s3nt me a larg: parcel of reading materiai). There
arrived also a dog, which seemed to have found
its rvay into the launch, a she nameC 'Peso ".

After the Protector had gone, preparations were
made for a move to a more southerly area. The
612 was crated up and stowed aboard, tents,
fooC, clothing and survey equipment were all
made secure, and then there was the trouble of
finding room for us. Finally we sailed south,
leavlng behind one of the party and the dog.

After a four hour trip we arrived at a large
island called Chavez approximately in position
65" 35' south, 640 28' west. Camp was made
cons:sting of three two-man tents, and a small
two-man pup tent for me ald my wireless, what
a squeeze. f was a little bit worried about rhe
set due to rbe handling it had received in thejo,:r::y, anC dr-ring the small rocky climb up to

*4+EEiiW

the camp site. Unfortunately my fears were iusti-
fied as the aerial tuning unit was rather badly
darnaged internally. I tried to short circuit the
darnaged unit but to no avail, so reluctantly the
612 was abandoned and from then on the 622
was our mainstay,

Weather became bad for a time and long
pe:riods were spent in our sleeping bags in the
tents. The reading material came in very very
ilseful then.

With the advent of good weather we began to
lange around carrying out our programme of
s':rvey, geology and marine btology. By thrs time
summer was drawing to a close and low temper-
atures wele felt. The inland waters wers also
beginning to freeze over and great care had to be
taken that we were not frozen in with new ice.

Our work took us further ard further south
until during March we found ourselves crossing
the Antarctic Circle still proce3ding southwards,
but ice conditions mqde us turn back and make
for our camp on Chavez, and bad weather and
ice conditions still further forced us to pack up
rhat camp and return to the rear base. And that
more or less finished the expedition. Apart from
a few things to be done locaily we had finished our
iob, and were satisfied.

On the 15th March I joined Base F in the
Arg:ntine Island Group where I was to winter,
anC on the lOth April I said my goodbyes to the
survey party as they left on the R.R.S. ]oftn
Biscce for home. I also said my goodbyes to the
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Biscoe too, for I wouid not be seeing her ultil
January 1959. I felt rather lonely as she sailed
away.

Base " F " where I am now is an eleven man
base where an assortment of scientific work is
carried out, and radio sonde weather balloon and
general weather observations are in prqglell.
Most of this work is connected with the I.G.Y.
arrangements.

I have my own wireless cabin here, my trans-
mitter being an 89Q and my two receivers being
Eddvstone 750. The hut is quite large and very
comiortable, being equipped with all the essentials
to make life bearlble. The pin-ups are wonder-
ful, but not quite the real thing.

Everywhere is frozen up now. The sea is

VOICE PROCEDURE
(After Lewis Carroll)

The \Valrus and the Carpenter foregathered for a

natter;
They wept like anything to hear such quantities

of chatter;
" If this could all be stopped," they said, " it

would not matter."
" If seven 'Bunts' and seven 'Sparks' broadcast

for half a year,.
Do you suppose," the Walrus said, " that they

could make it clear?"
" I doubt it," said the Carpenter, " Let's have

another beer."
" If only folks would statt," he said, " by saying

who they were,
AnC whom they were addressing, 't'would be

easier to bear:
Establishing identity, alas, is all too rare!"

"A rumbling basso voice is very dificult to hear;
The late-lamented Gigli would be easier on the

ear;
We can't a'[ sing like him; but let the voice be

high and clear.
" Of clarity and brevity contrive to be a lover;

And when you want an answer back be careful
to say ( OVER';

This tells the chap the other end you're waiting
to discover-

If he has heard the phrase aright, when 'ROGER'
he replies,

IJnless you've told him to 'READ BACK', in
which case he complies,

And, starting 'I READ BACK', repeats the
phrase." He wiped his eyes.

" But if the clot the other end should sing a
difierent song,

Repeating incorrectly what you've ried to pass
along,

Repeat the phrase more clearly; but start off by
saying 'tJrRoNG ''

And if you cannot hear, or if some word is not
quite plain,

Don't say 'Beg pardon?', '!7hat was that?', or
'!(/ill you please expl4in?'

There's only one thing you must say, and that is.SAY AGAIN'.

covered with ice as far as we can see, and this is
verv welcome in one way for long ski marches
."n'b. don. to keep us in rim. We are what is
called a static base. We do not go tearing around
the countryside on a sledge with nine dogs at-
tached. Skiing is our main relaxation and apart
from the sprains and bruises, keeps us fit and
content. The temperature is quite low now,
around the minus 22oF mark (or fifty degrees of
frost) but we expect it to go lower still as winter
passes through. We only see the sun for about
ihree hours a day when it appears iust on the
horizon to the north. The remainder of the time
is either dark or twilight.

!?ell that's all for now, I will write again when
the boat calls so until next time all the best.

But if you think the message wrong: (For instance,
if a bearing

Is not within the Arc of Post), don't seek re-
course by swearing,

But use the proword 'VERIFY'. Such non-
senses need squaring."

Then, if the card he has mis-read, he answers
the obiection

Not with such words as 'Sorry' or ' Scrub out
the latest section';

Again the proword he should use: In this case
it's 'CORRECTION'.

And so," the Carpenter concludes, " we can remove
all doubt,

And cut out all the back-chat, and forbear the
rules to flout ".

" I get you, Chips," the Walrus said, " I should
say ROGER-OUT:"

E.W. NEWS
If you can't break a " Racket "-join itl

Ife continue to prosper in the Radio Special
Branch. The Branch build-up is proceeding, but
we can still absorb more volunteers to offset the
loss of National Setvicemen, either to train as
Radio Specials or additionally as linguists.

Our linguist friends at Pucklechurch have now
moved to 'Iangmere, with married quarters avail-
able at Littlehampton. Linguists at sea should
remember that refresher courses can be arranged
direct with: -R.N. Unit, R.A.F. Tangmere, Ctrichester, Sussex.

Tel. Chichester 2643.
Not quite a holiday with pay by the sea, but

very nearly !

Il you zlant to redd the " Racket "----tprite itl
The next edition of " Racket " has been delayed

-mainly for lack of suitable material from outside
sources. If you have anything of interest to con-
tribute please send it to the head of E.V, Section,
H.M.S. Mercury.
E. W. Re-union

It is intended to hold another re-union, on the
same lines as last year, some dme in the Autumn
Term. The exact date has yet to be decided and
will depend on the movements of the Fleet. Efforts
will be made to choose a date which enables as
many past and present members as possible to
attend.
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N. A. T. O.

Comrnunication Staff, Channel Headquarters, Portsmouth. O.ftitial pfuttogruph

CINCHAN
This year being the tenth anniversary of

N.A.T.O., we who serve in the dual role of C-in-C
Channel (CINCHAN) N.A.T.O., and C-in-C
Portsmouth (National consider it suitable to
enlighten our fri€nds on the workings of this
organisation. But first of all let us explain that
ex-ept for victualling pruposes we do not all work
and play in the Semaphore Tower. It is only the
Buntings, ably assisted by the Port Signalmen (ex-
Chief Yeoman) who are privileged to enioy the
panoramic view of the harbour and its distant sur-
rounds.

The Command'{/lT station is sited in the Chan-
nel Offices (formerly the Oild Tactical School)
opposite Admiralty House. We are very pleased
to say that in the manning of this station we are
ably assisted by eight fair damsels who reside in
the Duchess of Kent Barracks.

The Main Signal Office sited next door to the
W/T office is manned by civilians all of whom are
ex 'sparkers' or 'buntings', and for the older
members of the fraternity, who knows but you
might find among them your old ' Chief '. Such
stalwarts as Ginger Surry, Eric Peacock, Reuben
Rogers and John Ryder iust to mention a few of
the many that still serve the cause under the guid-
ance of Sam \feller, whom we congratulate on his
award of the M.B.E.

!?hy should we be writing an article after so
long you may ask. The answer is quite simpie.
IITe started by mentioning N.A.T.O. and we at

Portsmouth form the nucleus of CINCHAN's
communication staff to which quite a number of
you lucky people will be assigned temporarily for
the Autumn N.A.T.O. exercise shortly after read-
ing this article, Once a year we up 'bag and
baggage' and move to our underground Head-
quaiters at Fort Southwick, leaving behind the
civilian team ito look after the National role.

We cannot conclude without mentioning the
Command touchtyping School which is the king-
dom of C.C.Y. Tavlor whom the R.O.3's claim is
a Buddhist owing'to the fact that they have to
remove their shoes before entering. It is sited at
the rear of the Staff Officers Mess. In addition to
typing and morse instruction, facilities will shortly
be available for teaching voice and teleprinter pro-
cedure.

Sfe re:ently said farewell to Lieut. Cdr.
Stearns who has gone to lbe Bermuda (we wish
him smooth sailing), and welcome in his piace Lieut.
Cdr. Evelegh, who is endeavouring to rehabil-
itate himself to the ' Pommie ' way of life after two
years with the 'Kiwis'. Amongst others who have
recently left is R.S. Bunting who has ioined
Mercury for the next S.D's course. We wish him
success. Our football team for next season has
been strengthened by our recent signing on of that
old Mercury star left winger, R.S. (Darkie) Lawes.
Congratulations to L.T.O. Polhill who played
seveial games in goal for R.N. Barracks last season,
also to Wren Munday for having been selected for
the \f.R.N.S. Netball team in the recent inter-

.i
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Service Tournament.
We welcome back Leading Wren (sinc: bee:r

rated P.O.) Clarke af'ter a recent accident on her
motor scooter and congratulate her on her re:ov-
ery. Best wishes go to Leading Wren Humphreys
on her recent marriage. Being a true 'sparker'
she 'opted' for a Radio Supervisor, and having
executed this manoeuvre, she became a 'grass
widow ' while her husband sailed for the Med.

Talking of weddings we congratulate 2/O Gold-
ring on her recent engagement to Lieut. Cdr.
Macklow-Smith (ZEST). \We shall be very sorry
to lose her from the team, but what better w:y fcr
her to make her exit. W'e wish them both the very
best of luck. Note: The above are two very gooC
examples of " Communicat:on Security ".

JOINT THREE ARMED FORCES COM-
MUNICATION SCHOOL AT CHIAVARI
Outset and Growth

The need for a common basis of knowledge
amongst wireless operators of the three Armed
Forces alose sin:e the Second World War, when
mark:C diffculties in joint operations had to be
sclveC due to the diEer3nt standards and training
of th: A,rmed Forces.

This very neeC was stressed after the war, for
ths irnportalc: cf close-co-op3ration between the
Army, Navy and Air Force was always increasing.
Accordingly in August 1950 a school was set up
at C:peranr (Chiavari). The s:hool was officially
openeC on lst Aprii 1951 and commenced dealing
with courses early in 1952.

It was de:.deC that the s:hool should meet the
following requirements.

1. To bring up to dale and to improve the
knowledge of all C-ommunications Petty
Officers.

2. To train junior oficers of th: Cornmunica-
tions Branch.

3. To raise the professional standards of Army,
Navy and Air .Force N.C.Os appointed for
permanent servrce.

These three requirements had to be met when
Italy was included in NATO and adopted NATO
procedures.

Besides the Joint Cnurses which represent the
" raison d'etre " of the School, several courses
pecuiiar to ea:h ArmeC Force have been organ-
:sed during recent years. In addit:on, during
1957158, the range of training was extenCed ro
include that of Army conscript Wireless Operators,
anC in 1958/59 the training of Navy conscript
S7:reiess Operatcrs was also undertaken.

Statute
The inter-Service characteristics of traininq

r:',;viti:s are shown by rhe School stature. The
S:hcol organisation includes a Command Section
ani the two subordinate divisions, studies and
log:stics. The S:hool C.ommanding Officsr can
be either a Naval Captain, an Army Colonel or.-r Ai: Force Colonel. The two divisions are
hrrdeC by Commanders or Lieutenant Colonels.
Th:s: three appointments are so arranged that
each of the Armed Forces is represented in one
of them and the appointments are changeC every
two years.

Joint Thre: Armed Forces Comnrunication School. Chiavari.
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Instructional Organisation
Classes are limited to a maximum of 25, and

are only subdivided when dealing with communi-
cation equipment. The syllabi include: proceC-
ure, reception and transmission, teleprinters and
typewriting, radio and teiegraphic equipment,
electrics and radio theory, and English language.
There are over 40 classrooms most of which are
fitteC out with communication equipment: in
addition there is a tape relav centre, a commun:-
cation centre, an aerial navigation room and a
meteorology room. The school also has its own
prirting and photogr:phic sect:on.

Amenities and Welfare
These include a cinema, gymnasium, tennis.

volley ball and basket ball courts, an Officers Club,
an N.C.Os Ciub, a Students' Club, and a Rating's
Entertainment Hall.

including one W.R.N.R. officer, and communica-
tion ratings of the R.N.R. They did their usual
first class job and we hope that they enjoyed their
visit and will come and help us again. Captain
and Mrs. Seymour-Haydon gave an excellent
cocktail party after the exercise at which the
reserve officers were able to meet all the Cnm-
municatols we could muster in Malta.

The New Comcen
The new underground Comcen was occupied on

Sunday 7th June. It is a fine centre, well planned
by our predecessors and nicely decorated. A
quote from a statement made by a P.O. Wren is:
" Not only has the Navy supplied us with new
offices but has excelled itself by going 'contempor-
ary' and painting them in various shades of blue,
green and pink . . we must agree that it makes
a change from the drab cream colour which
usually adorns our walls." In addition to paint-
work we have air conditioning and some difficulty
with the plastic covering over the corticene. It is
worthy of note that the move was compieted from
the old Comcen in one forenoon. Nobody has
asked for Tracer Action yet so we think that we
managed to avoid losing any signals. The Com-
mander-in-Chief inspected the C,omcen on the
Tuesday after the move, and C.O.A.S.-Admiral
Tyrwhitt-walked round three days later. During
the C-in-C's visit he was asked to judge the de-
signs submitted by the members of the communi-
cation staff for a badge/crest board to hang over
the Comcen entrance. Some excellent designs
were submitted.

Outstanding Business
Another major exercise " Sidestep "-this time

N.A.T.O.-wide in September.
The production of a U.S. flag v.ith 49 stars

by 4th July!

Officers
In Malta we have eight R.N. oflicers in

N.A.T.O. or part-time N.A.T.O. appointments,
one 3/O \X/.R.N.S., 1 Lieutenant Colonel Royal
Signals and a Wing Commander R.A.F. In ad-
dition there are I Commander U.S.N., I Lieuten-
ant C,ommander French Navy, and Lieutenants
from Italy, Greece and Turkey.

Elsewhere AFMED Communication officer ap-
pointments are held nationally-Gibraltar (GIB
MED) U.K., Algiers (MEDOC) France, Naples
(MEDCENT') Italy, Athens (MEDEAST) Greece
and Ankara (MEDNOREAST) Turkey. A Com-
mander (C) R.N. is at Ankara for liaison duties.

Ratings
In Malta the Comcen serves both CINCMED

and CINCAFMED and is manned in the main by
IJ.K. personnel. A number of billets are however,
filled by N.A.T.O. personnel of other nations as

follows : -Italy 3 C.P.O. Tels, I Ldg. Tel.
France 2 P.O. Tels, 1 Ldg. Tel.
Turkey 2 C.P.O. Tels, 2 P.O. Tels.
In the HAFMED S.D.O. the U.K. personnel

are supported by an Itaiian C.C.Y. and a Greek
Yeoman.

No summary of personnel would be complete

#r"dls
-d Eq N * .& A)

HAFMED
The main activities-a triumph of understate-

ment-affecting the N.A.T.O. communications
world in Malta this year have been the annual
major exercise " Medflex Guard " and the move
of the Malta C.omcen underground.

Medflex Guard
This was our biggest exercise for 1959 and it

lasted for nine days in three watches. The C.om-
cen-the old one above ground-handled a total
of. 14,234 messages with success and good humour
and we received a good recommend at the end.

It is a very interesting experience to see the
various nationalities combining efficiently in the
C-omcen and to find that a duty Signal Officers'
roster of a Greek Lieutenant, an Italian Lieuten-
ant and a 3/O W.R.N.S. can and does produce
all the answers required of it. The use of English
as it can be spoken and written only by a

N.A.T.O. officer caused us much amusement.
The only signal which gave us a lot of trouble,

especially in the crypto centre, was eventually
found to be in Turkish plain language. Is there
an idea here for the future?

R,N.R.
For the exercise we were lucky to have, as usual,

the valuable assistance of a number of officers,
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Senior National Representatives at HAFMED

without a reference to the Maltese. As messen-
gers, these do that thankless task with good
humour and in the Island T/P and Tape Rooms
they form an invaluable part of the Comcen
organisation.

May we introduce you to our trophy and the
rules for winning it. There is no prize for guess-
ing who is the present holder.

COMSWANEUR]VI.ED
Communications Swan Round EuroPe

and the Mediterranean
(Presented bv Lieutenant Commander. 

\(/. FIfZHERBERT, R.N.)
(in his national hat)

1. The trophy can be compeied for by all
FULL membeis of the Communication Division,
HAFMED.

2. To be considered eligible for the trophy the
contestant must fulfil all of the following qualifi-
cations : -(a) He/She must sit in his/her office at least 4

hours a week.
(b) He/She must be between the ages of 17

and 65 (this is to cover all 3lO W.R.N.S.
and Colonels U.K. Army).

(c) He/She must have visited a N.A.T.O.
countrv with no better reason than for
(i) Shoppins
(ii) Change of Air
(iii) Sightseeing
(iv) Visiting a friend
(v) Taking leave with free passage.

(d) He/She must swear to uphold the spirit for
whidr this trophy is awarded even when
under investigation by the N.A.T.O. Budget
Committee.

(e) He/She must have taken every international
and National holiday during the past l2
months (extra points are scored for holidays
of nations not belonging to N.A.T.O.).

3rd. D. S.

Ten years of N.A.T.O
wiff,'*.'u.-traa ie" rnonitrs of it and we're still

going strong. As this is written we're still at it
but it looks like being our last N.A.T.O. exercise
before we sail for home in July. Still, on the
Med. station you can never be sure of anything.
Barrack and other provincial newspapers, please
copy.

The Squadron commissioned in September-
Saintes (Captain (D) 3) on the 2nd, Artnada and
Camperdown on the 9th. We assembled in Port-
land on the l4th and sailed for Gib. on the 20th,
rhe older by several runs ashore and by our fust
communication exercises. And there, right out-
side the breakwater, was N.A.T.O.-a11 lined up
and ready for us in the form of exercise " Ship-
shape."

lhe facts must be faced-exercise " Shipshape "
touched us and we didn't even have to remember
such basic facts of N.A.T.O. life as the other way
of hoisting speed-flags. But it was, nevertheless
our first experience of N.A.T.O. and so it counts.

Our work-up followed in Malta-but there was
nothing very N.A.T.O. about that-it was too
short and to the point for one thing. Then there
was a Squadron run to Tunis-but that was
terribly British and very diplomatic-you didn't
mention the French except in a whisper. But it
was a good run, and Saintes' T.Os made a masterly
iob of erecting a flagstaff outside the British pavil-
ion at the international fair in very quick time.

The first real international triai was " Medas-
wex 26 ", with the Italian Navy off Malta. The
weather turned sour and the crypto was quite
exciting up top too. But as a result it was with
the sure feeling that it couldn't be much worse
that we approached not long afterwards and this
time minus CamDerdoun, the port of Toulon to
take part in "Medaswex 27 ", with the French
and a squadron of Canadian ships including
H.M.C.S. Bonaventure.

Lying alongside with all the others in company
before sailing we experienced another aspect of
N.A.T.O.-the thrill of the unexpected. Even
such routine occ'asions as colours, sunset, and dress
overall are lifted out of the rut when guns go ofi
all round you, strange bugle calls confound you,
and dressing lines struggle gallantly towards the
masthead on jackstays. The exercise was less
exacting than " 26 ", despite the fact that many
of the signals were in French, which tested the
R.Os with " tiddley E's " etc., and incidentally
caused the S.C.O. to be shaken more often than
he bargained for. Captain (D) was S.O. of the
IJRG escort-the " Fighting Five ", the Captain
of one being very keen of Brigitte Bardot. "Suivez-
moi, Brigitte " is not a group in any book, but
such is the solidarity of N.A.T.O. that one ship
at least understood it and formed astern. Tactical
Primary became rather more tense when the Huron
collided with the Maill6-8r6"6 (tiddly Es again),
and the French departure-screen commander, in a
voice like Charles Boyer, ordered the Huron to
" stand clear of your victim ".

Over Christmas Sainres and Annada got a pier-
head iump to Cyprus: during January and Febru-
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aty CanTpetdo&n continued the good work with
N:A.T.O. when some communications ratings
went skiing in Italy with the Italian army. One
went so far as to break his leg bur history doesn't
reiate what emergency signal he made or whether
it was understood. We only know he used the
plainest of plain language and it wasn't printable.

In April Saintes and Armada were sent into the
Atiantic to take part in exercise " Dawn Breeze "
-the Home Fleet evidently needed some stiffening
to cope. On the way they calied at Marseilles-
but there was nothing very N.A.T.O. about that,
except the spirit of co-operation shown by the
locals. A good run, Marseilles.

" Dawn Breeze " was, of course, mostly IJ.K.
but our two ships were again screening the URG
most of the time and we had some Portuguese
escorts in company. We had a little trouble to
begin with: Tactical Primary was choked with
Iengthy expressions of goodwill passing between
the Senior Officer of the Portuguese escorts and
the URG Commander. After that things settled
down, although we wete not unhappy to be de-
tached to act in the aggressor role by attacking
the carrier force. This was a fancy dress " do ";
Saintes and Annada each rigged two canvas funnels
to deceive searching aircraft into thinking we were
two mole Apollos. One result of the attack was
the following signai on the broadcast:

FM CINCHF
TO D3

From COS.
OTTO, OTTO, BURNING BRIGHT
IN THE DARKNESS OF THE NIGHT,
YOUR LIGHT \rILL BE FOREVER HID

UNLESS YOU TELL US WHAT YOU
DID.

'llhe T.Os were sending signals in verse for
days...

Leaving Armada for self-maintenance in Gib,
Saintes returned to Malta on 28th March, and on
lst April arrived in Naples to represent the R.N.
for N.A.T.O's 10th Anniversary celebrations. We
were due to be reviewed at a line of buoys, but
th'e weather was chancy and nobody appeared to
have much confidence in the buoys. So we
anchored, in company with a French destroyer, a

Greek frigate, an Italian destroyer and an Amer-
ican destroyer. We lay in a somewhat sinuous
line and were reviewed the following day by
CINCSOUTH and the Italian Minister of De-
fence in an Italian C.M.S. whose unfortunate Cap-
tain fought valiantly to drive at an equal distanc:
from each ship in the line.

On 6th April Saizltes returned to Malta, and the
Squadron once more reunited, embarked on the
next serial-the Maha N.A.T.O. 10th Anniversary
celebrations. By this time our dressing lines almost
took off by themselves at ttre mere mention of the
word N.A.T.O.-in the event they went up too
early in Saintes because some senior seaman
" thought he heard the pipe"-an interesting and
original variation of the oldest excuse in the
Service.

Followed yet another N.A.T.O. occasion-
exercise " Medflex Guard." By this time, per-
haps, we were all getting a little blasd about
N.A.T.O. and though there was for the Corn-
municators enough to do, we were not as extended

-t-3-

*
;&#t

AT AMSTERDAM
Left to right : " De Moor ", " Agincoutt t' and " lUtrecht tt.

Official photogroph
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as we have been. We even found time, on occas-
ion, to feel sorry for the unfortunates in the shore
Comcens who, to iudge by some of the delays,
were having it rugged.

The Squadron steamed straight off for Cyprus
after the exercise and "went national " for once

-not that we dislike N.A.T.O. but it's nice to
have your hat on the right way round for a
change. There we all got busy preparing for
inspections, and Saintes was sent off to Yugoslavir
for a short visit.

There's not of course much N.A.T.O. about
Dubrovnik either, although two communications
ratings did succeed in displaying the solidarity of
the Atlantic Alliance by taking a massive meal one
night, plus all the trimmings, off some rich Am-
erican tourists in the best hotel in the place

Assembled again in Malta on 29th May, on
completion of Saintes' inspection by F.O.F. Med,
the Squadron licked its wounds and embarked
Iarge quantities of those little sealed envelopes,
neatly numbered in series. which keep O.O.liVs
and tactical primary operators busy throughout
the night when on passages. We sailed, in com-
pany with Birmingham, for Barcelona on lst
June.

Barcelona was a good run, even though there
were rather too many communication exercises

the morning after (what it is to travel with a
Flagship). But a good time was had by all, and
we sailed regretfully on 9th, not exactly refreshed
perhaps, but better all the same for exercise
" Sardex."

This was a bombardmenr exercise off the south
tip of Sardinia-a somewhar one-sided conrest as
bombardment exercises are apt to be. It was
strictly N.A.T.O. but Italian participarion was
limited to one spotter (allocated, on each and
every occasion of firing to Saintes) and some
Incursori, or underwater swimmers, who launched
a rather unsuccessful attack in company with some
Royal Marines, on the anchored Fteet one night.
And finally, as this is written, exercise
" Vhitebair "-not N.A.T.O.-wide bur srill inter-
national so it counts. We begin to feel we're
pretty hot stuff at working with ships of other
nations. And, as "Whitebait" ends, it is nice to
receive signals such as the following:

FM USS MERIDITH
TO HMS SAINTES
ZZC, GLAD TO HAVE IYORKED IYITH
THE FINEST SIGNAL FORCE IN THE
TJTORLD.
It would, perhaps, have been even nicer if

Saintes' operator hadn't made Meredith's repeat
the word " glad " four times.

WEST INDIES
H.M.S. TROUBRIDGE

At last tL'e Troubridge has stirred its literary
talents and sends this article as its contribution to
the Magazine.rVe arrived at Bermuda (alongside Admiralty
$fall, Ireland Island) on June l4th to take over
the broad pennant of S.N.O.W.I. (Commodorc
!il. J. Parker, O.B.E., D.S.C.) a fellow Com-
municator, from IJIster. rVe fully expected a
gradual turn-over but to our dismay all the Iogs
and suchlike pertaining to communications mat-
ters, were unceremoniously ' dumped ' in the office
and about the quickest turn-over ever executed,
was carried out.

On the following day Ulster sailed for " Seaway
Royal " (Royal Yacht escort duties) and it was
perceived that all the tactical operators on thc
bridge and flagdeck had smiling faces and an air
of abandon, caused no doubt by the load being
lifted from their shoulders. Incidentally, Com-
nrander Rusby is Captain of tL'e Ulster, he is also
an ex-communications officer and at one time V.l
in Mercury.

To continue the story, we managed to recover
slowly but surely from the chaos of the turn-over,
and are nor quite confident that we can iron out
any snags that may occur.

At the beginning of the commission we had
what is termed a " small ships Signals Officer "
who since his relief bv the Staff Communications
Ofrcer and Staff Officer Operations, Lt. Cdr.
Ridley, has obtained many other iobs.

We have, at one time or the other used all the
books we carry and the Government Telegraph
C-ode is the bane of all our lives.

Of course there are many advantages in being

on a Station such as this, plenty of swimming and
sport and superb weather, although adverse com-
ment was heard concerning the latter because of
its prolonged absence during the first week"

There are three main reasons for a ship being
out here namely, showing the Flag, protecting
British interests and hurricane guardship duties.
The most important one of these being the first.
as there is very little trouble and very.few hurri-
canes that do a large amount of damage. \7e all
have a glorious time with runs ashore in the many
islands, where large amounts of rum and coke are
consumed as it is a very popular drink and very
cheap,

C.R.S. Dence is heard to comment upon the
amount of time we spend at sea, he declares that
the number of L.W.E's he took from Leydene
are completely overshadowed by it. C.C.Y.
Weston sustained the first maior iniury in the
field of sport by getting in the way of a viciously
wielded cricket bat whilst keeping wicket, this
iniury necessitated having stitches in it, he has
not felt like wicket keeping since and to rub salt
into the wound we lost the match.

We have had our " howlers " the better ones
being, " Where is the Keycard kept for this
system, Chief?" The message was in G.T.C.
Recently we received a signal with Ulster in the
text which read, * ULSTER TROPICAL
CLOTHING DRESS C AND E No. 13 NEGAT
CLOTHING ". It was later corrected to..ULSTER NEGAT NIGHT CLOTHING".

Our staff consists of C.R.S., AiR.S. Saunders.
R.O.2s Hynes, Banner, Butler, Allen, Williams
and R.O.3 Ogilvie on the Radio side, on the
Tactical side we have the C.C.Y., L.T.O. Whitby-
Smith, A/L.T.O. Howell, T.O.2 Rainer and
T.O.3s Gill and Mcl-eod.
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iqET

The n-ew

M.S.O. SIMONSTOWN

It is with great pride that we are able to report
the occupation of the new M.S.O. The move
was the cuimination of many weeks waiting, false
alarms, and mess deck buzzes, but it was well
worth the wait. lThereas before, there was not
enough room, there now seems to be just that little
extra, which of course, is always an advantage.

The new building, which is on the same srte
as the previous M.S.O. has W/T and V/S store-
rooms, transmitter room, changing .room with
spacious lockers and hanging space all on the
ground floor. On the first floor there are the
M.S.O. and \V/T receiving bays, teieprinter office,
crypto centre, with a passage leading to the office
of F.C.O.

The new mast is also an improvement on the
previous one, in that it is taller than its pre-
decessor thereby enabling ships in the dockyard
to see the prep more easily than before, this
difficulty arises from the fact thar the background
is the range of hills behind or should I say above
' Snooky' and C.ommunicators who have done a
South Atlantic commission will recall this. I say
' new' mast but, in actual fact it is the one which
was at the old R.N.H.Q. and originally was a
spare for the 'Lowestoft' class cruisers.

That is all from us here at ' Snookv' and to
Communicators everywhere we wish thlm 'Alles
van die beste', and 'Tot siens' till next issue.

*

M.S O. Simonstown

S.A.N. SIGNAL SCHOOL,
SIMONSTOWN

We regret that we missed the last issue and it
looks as though we will miss this one too unless
we can get a small amount of jet propulsion into
the effort.

Our population of humans is, at the momentJ
less than that of ' porkers'. Whilst we have losr
two classes of humans recently) three of our four
sows have produced litters of respectable size and
after losses we have 28 linle 'uns foraging. k
does look as though we rvill have a prime Christ-
mas this year. R.S. Haywardr our " Vark Voor-
man " (Pig Boss) wants to return ro U.K. in Oct-
ober, but is loathe to leave the swine behind.
What are the quarantine regs. on bringing home
the bacon?

We have had youngsters fuom Albion, Lynx and
Chichester here recently, qualifying for R.O.2 etc.
Some of them " enjoyed " sleeping on our beds
Ain't sailors quaint?

Our much vaunted boasting of 6 months ago
about being fitted out as a modern frigate causes
hollow laughter among the cloisters at midnight.
The O.C.V. and S.E.E. and ilk have forgotten
that we exist and the gear is still lying around in
long suffering anticipation. 'Tis rumoured that
one loudspeaker has been swiped, but we feel
that a pile of prehistoric dust in one corner could
have once been the pattern article. Of course the
delay could be one of those, oh so fashionable
hitches, like who makes the chalk mark on the
wali for O.C.W's depot. to bash holes so that
C.Es dept. can put in plugs so that C.E.E.'s dept.
can put up wood so that C.E.E's dept. can run
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some cables so that ad nauseum. Cor ! let's
have a strike.

The " Classic ", heard a few weeks ago, " Hey
Yeo, nip down and ask that class of Buntings,
who have just finished course, what ships they
are going to so we can make the drafting signal".

Warrant Tel. H.T. (Buster) Brown has left us
to loin F.C.O's (S.A.N.) Staff and C.P.O. Tel. Jim
Sproates will soon be on our duty roster. C.P.O.
Tel. Mick Warr goes to Good llope to relieve
him. A drop of salt air will do us good.

Our soccer team, five regulars of which are from
Cape South, is doing well this year. Played four,
lost four. C.R.E. Gordon Licence must not read
rhis bit.

We were to have combined with Slangkop in
the hockey league. Ve gave them the names of
eleven players but not one has been selected so

far. Guess rhey musr have lost the list.
Our O ilc, Lt. Armstrong, has traded in his

old worn out Morris Minor.-it could onlv do 70
going up the Red Hill Road, for a ipankins
Morris 1000. He isn't too pleased wirh it ihought
as it also tends to become airborne whilst takine
corners at 90. The road gangs have been busi
lately widening the Red HiI Road. Curious
coincidence.

Our standard of living is rising steadily. The
concrete decks are being covered ivirh corticene.
On old timer, known secrerly as " Mr. I(laver "
is snitching little off-cuts. \J7e suspect that the
cork table mats he had as a wedding present.
nearly twenty years ago, are wearing a little thin.

The O i/c's motto " THE SEA SHALL NOT
HAVE ME " is still hoisted bravely, we expect to
see it in pennant form soon.

CARRIERS
H.M.S. EAGLE

After our Christmas spell in 'Guzz', we once
more wended our way Medwards for the usual
Gib-Exercises-Malta-Exercises routine, with one
break at Naples. Hopes (or fears) of a dull end-
ing to the commission were dispelled by " Dawn-
breeze 4 " and the assembly of ships in Gib prior
to that exercise. About that time, Gib harbour
could have been renamed " The Sargasso Sea " as
it became quite a graveyard of ships. First, the
U.S.S. Bziley re-entered with a large hole in her
starboard quarter caused by a collision with a
U.S. supply ship, followed by Centaur and Cax-
endish with heavy rveather damage to catwalks
and guns. Our catapult fell over whilst recover-
ing aircraft from North Front, necessitating rapid
repair in the Bay, and, to cap it all, Corunna and
B-.rcst " had words " at sea and had to return
with sundry large holes. The only people smiling
were the Gib dockies and possibly a few members
of ships' companies relieved at dodging a big
exerclse.

" Dawnbreeze " itself proved to be an interest-
ing exercise in which the EV boys came into their
own and the Communicators were in the centre
of it as usual. Although we had some snags they
seem to have been less than normal for it must
be one of the first exercises when a C-in-C has
congratulated the Communicators during a washup.
Modesty, of course, forbids mentioning C-in-C's
flagship during the exercise. After the.-last ZKJ
we gave the sailor's farewell to little sister Viaor-
ior.rs, whose Scimitars had provided us with a
change in the celestial scenery at times, and whose
comrpunication staff showed such a lot of cheer-
ful co-operation, despite natural rivalries.

So back to 'Guzz', Eastel leave, and then-
what was for most of our families at leasr-the
high spot of the commission. !7e were able to
show our folks how marriage allowances etc. were
earned, by taking them to sea for a day and let-
ting them see the flying. None of this " to the
Sound and back " for the Eagle ! We gave them
the whole works including some rough weather.

OfJicial photogruph

H.R.H. The Prince of Wales receiving a miniature
grog tub during his visit to H.M.S. '. Eagle,'

Harry showed his mother where he rvorked and
lived, and Fred introduced his wife to his dhobev
bucker and tot. Relatives and ratings were smil-
ing corrtinuously for the benefit of the press and
the B.B.C. and it is hoped that when they boarded
the tug in the Sound they knew a little more
about their menfolk and rheir Naw. Four hun-
dred satisfied customers and taxpapers.

Brest was our next port of call. A rather
unusual place, combining-a brand new main town
area (a PhoenixJike aftermath of R.A.F. bomb-
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ing) and the older area of the city. The number
of visitors onboard on the Sunday exceeded even
the vast numbers we had at Gibraltar. But Brest
was just a prelude to the grand finale of the com-

mission-the visit of H.M. the Queen.
We rehearsed for a week in the Weymouth area

-everything 
from formation flypasts to gift pre-

sentations by the two youngest members of the
ship's company (stand fast " splicing the main-
brace "). C.Y. Haines, R.O.2 C-ostello and myself
managed to get trips in Sea Venoms for the
"EIIR " flypast rehearsals and very nice too !

Naturally the complaints were legion about the
upsets to routine, cleaning and the like, but when
tlie visit proper was over, there wasn't a carping
critic left-leastways, not to my knowledge. Every-
thing went like clockwork (i.e. Eagle-fashion), the
weather was perfect, and the Queen was charm
personified. Everyone commented on the obvious
ind unprompted interest she showed and the way
everything was kept as informal as possible.
Unfortunately, Her Maiesty visited neither the
Flag Deck nor W/T offices but Prince Charles
did visit the FIag Deck. W'e were all quite close
to the Queen on occasions, and C.C.Y. Smith and
C.R.S. Balsdon were most fortunate in being pre-
sented. Altogether a really excellent day.

And so the commission ends and we go our
separate ways. Though carrier life can easily be
torture under the wrong management, that's some-
thing we've never had from Admirals down, and
there's no doubt that this has been a good uip in
every way. We've had good Press reports con-
tinuously, an excellent sporting record, a really
high standard of behaviour ashore, and we have
set a high level of efficiency as the biggest oper-
ational unit of the Fleet.

Here are a few figures for those who are statistic-
ally minded. \Jile have used 95 miles of 3-ply
T/P rolls, 114,500 tons of fuel oil, 2* miles of
transmitter aerial wire (Oh ! those shaky hydrau-
lics!), we have steamed 87,000 miles, and have
flown 15,418 fixed-wing and helicopter sorties (an
all-time record) and have entertained over 4,000
children at parties in eight different countries.

H.M.S. CENTAUR
Since our previous contribution we have now

completed our full work up period of extensive
flying with our Sea Hawks, Venoms and Sky-
raiders. Ifowever our Skyraiders have now left
us and have been replaced by Gannets to fulfil
the A/S role. After such a work up everyone is
beginning to enioy life a little better, and but for
the tragic loss of two of our first class pilots the
whole period would have gone by without any
serious hitches.

During our stay in Malta in February a 'bunt-
ings" expedition was landed at Gozo and pro-
vided a very amusing experience with one Maltese
hen. This hen was obtained for the exchange of
three tins of pussers dehydrated spuds and much
to C.Y. Milligan's annovance it was brought back
still alive. This resulted in a very heated discus-
sion as to who was going to be executioner and
as none of the brave sailors wished to do this

alone, it was decided to make a combined oper-
rion. Consequently with its legs bound tightly
with codline, and held rather gingerly by the
Yeoman, a noose was placed around its neck and
at the order two T.O.3s took the strain.
It was then decided the operation was going to
be too slow and so two turns were taken around
the neck and the whole operation given added
momentum. Eventually to eveiyone's horror' the
body became detached and commenced a wild jig
around the camp. To end a rather gruesome
story it was finally roasted and provided a very
delicious Sunday supper.
COMMUNI.CATOR-SUMMER 1959-19

Our passage to date after leaving Malta in
February has been a short visit to Gibraltar and
then participation in " Dawn Breeze 4." During
our passage to Gib. in somewhat heavy weather
we answered a disuess cali from a Spanish coaster
ofi the North African coast, but apart from a com-
petition as to which ship could pay the other the
most complimentary remarks nothing exciting
occurred. We did stay until she was safely in
Tunis and gave her encouragement with our 20in.
projectors. The dreaded " Dawn Breeze 4 " nevet
amounted to more than a few hours extra watch-
keeping and for the first time in Centaur a ' bunt-
ing' was seen keeping an acdve watch on the
RATT Broadcast in the B.W.O.

We bade farewell to U.K. at the end of April
with trips to sea from ' Guzz' and 'Pompey ' with
our families, before commencing our East of Suez
leg of the commission. The early part of this
was highlighted by a visit from the Twentieth
Century Fox complete with two Swordfish air-
craft in preparation to making the film " Sink the
Bismark ". Many people thought these ancient
aircraft would never fly, however they did, and
the air wbiid decided that aircraft had now com-
pleted a fuli cycle and that it was time we re-
verted to the bi-planes again.

Our fust visit, which we will never forget, was
to Copenhagen and if this is a taste of the future
we are in for a very pleasant world trip. Later,
during exercises with French units from Brest we
had the distinction of wearing the Flag of the
French Vice Admiral Douget (ALLEG). rVe believe
rhis to be the first time a foreign Flag Officer has
worn his flag operationally in an R.N. ship. From
these exercises we proceeded to Lisbon to repre-
sent the naval side of the Services during the
British Industries Fair with the First D.S. in com-
pany. Here the 'buntings' from Centaur and
ihe lst D.S. with their Portuguese opposite num-
bers were called upo.n to ofhciate at the opening
ceremony attended by the President of Portugal.
The ceremony entailed the breaking of about 2O

Portuguese and British flags which formed a semi-
circle around the dais. We were a little concerned
about whether all 20 would break simultaneously
having watched the Portuguese prepare their flags
for bleaking. Our dreck was well warranted
because we found the Portuguese signalmen had
neatly rolled up their flags, taken two round turns
with the tack and finished up with a neat looking
bow! Although our work was doubled every-
thing went well on the day.

Af'ter Lisbon a call at Gibraltar and Malta and
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A 'string bag' lands on

thence to sea again, this time ioining up with the
American 6th Fleet for an exercise providing air
cover for a combined landing of British and
American Marines in the Tobruk area.

On completion of this exercise, and at the time
of writing this article we are proceeding so'rth
down the Red Sea, in very hot weather, hoping
that we shall not have to come back through it
again on the way home I Our destination is Aden
for a short visit, and then into the much dreadeC
Persian Gulf rvhere it is intended we Centaurs'
will act as g-:inea pigs so that you, our reliefs in
cattiers, may visit the Gulf under better living
conditions.

Our congratulations go to R.C.I. Macindoe who
has been selected for the (S.D.) course and we
wish him success as indeed we do his relief in
Centaur, R.C.I. Rogers.

Finally we honestly believe that so far we have
acquitted ourselves quite well in the communica-
tion world, not always without the normal minor
errors, but our T.C.I. is still wondering what in
fact they do teach in some Junior Training Estab-
lishments; we would suggest that a little more
English might go down well.

H.M.S. VICTORIOUS
If you want an interesting life with plenty of

time at sea. then ask fcl a drafr to Victorious.
If, on the other hand, you want to see all the

ports of Europe. we woulC suggest that you tr-v
Tyne.

Since our return from the Mediterranean last
January, it has been a series of exercises inter-
spersed with periods at Pompey and a couple of
very short visits to Aarhus (Denmark) and Oslo,
the latter two, in company with Tyne and a num-
ber of other ships.

During this period, we've taken part in " Dawn
Breeze ", " Shopwindow" and "Fairwihd", in each
case wearing the Flag of F.O.A.C.

In some ways, one exercise is much iike another

H.NI.S. " Centaur "
Ofi<iul photoqraplt

but " Dail'n Breeze" was rather different from the
normal run of things. For much of the time.
ships were in a very widely dispersed disposition
and, of course, this had its effect on communica-
tions. We discovered that Victorious was haunted
by a horrible hoodoo which did its best to cause
internal interference on nearlv all our H.F. cir-
cuits. It was particularly active on Voice where it
was not uncommon for one unfortunate user to
hear at least two other voices on his line whilst
he was trying, usually rather irately, to sori out his
own business. Some of the language heard beggars
description. $7e still haven't rid ourselves of this
most unwelcome visitor and, consequently, life
has had its ups and downs for the Radio Depart-
ment and also for the S.C.O., all of which goes to
show why so many Communication Ofncers seem
to end up with duodenal ulcers.

Interference in Carriers is a most serious prob-
lem. We hope that some new filters designed by
A.S.W.E. may help to reduce rhe trouble.

However, it ha'sn't ail been difficulties. In fact,
at the " Darvn Breeze " wash-up, C-in-C H.F.
stated that this was the first exercise in which
communications had worked, for which rve feel we
must accept much of the responsibility.

Victoious is almost at the end of her lirst com-
mission and, by the time rve finish, we hope to
have ironed out all the various snags so that those
lucky ones who join her next year should find life
a bed of roses. In addition, our technical wizard,
Lt. Howell, ab1_v assisted by C.R.S. Clarke and
R. S. Lucas, has almost transformed the B.W.O.
with various devices which we hope will become
standard throughout the Fleet.

So, as we fill in our Drafting Preference C-ards,
hoping that C.N.D. will oblige, we shall think of
those whose good fortune it will be to serve in
this ship next year and for whom we have done
so much.
The K-Maker

If you're ever faced with the problem of making
a jamming safety signal consisting of non-stop



K's, uy the Victorious method.
We couldn't spare an auto-head for the iob and

so, C.R.S. Clarke designed a K-Maker.
This consisted of a cam fitted to a record-player

motor. The cam was cut so that a springJoaded
contact arm held against it allowed a letter K to
be generated.

The whole gadget was then connected into the
KHB and onto a 603 Transmitter.

It worked on a non-stop basis for 24 hours
during which it made 93,000 Ks. Just imagine
that on hand-morse.

For further details, write to the Research De-
partment, H.M.S. VictoAous.

CO-OPERATION
(SD) (C): " I suppose you will want copies of

everything, Sir?"
(N): " I don't want any signals, thank you. I'll

get the buzz from someone."

H.M.S. ALBION
This being the last opportunity before paying

off, we of Albion salute you ! By the time this
appears in print we hope to be steadily steaming
northward to the land of fog, smog, grog, and all
those other little things that make life so dear to
the heart of the meandering matelot. Unlike the
usual contributions from we of the flat-top frater-
nity, this will not be a trumpet solo of miles
steamed, hours flown, aircraft launched, ad naus-
eum ! Instead, iet this be a sweet little summary
of exercises endured, runs ashore remembered' and
generally speaking an account of an enioyable if
energetic interlude between shore jobs !

\Ve commissioned in May, 1958, and quickly got
into our stride, heading for the Moray Firth, but
barely had we reached it than we had to go all the
way back to Portsmouth, drop our aircraft, embark
loti of transport and a Marine Commando, and
head rapidly for the Mediterranean. There we
disembarked our load, embarked our aircraft which
had flown out to join us and down to the eastern
end we went, collecting the flag of F.O.A.C. in
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the process. Cyprus was a hot and sticky place,
and one and all were glad to return to U.K. in
September and take a fortnight's leave !

In October we left for the Far East Station. We
had a rapid exchange of experiences witl;. Buhuark
in Malta, sailed for " Medaswex " and Port Said.
!?e were a day behind our schedule on leaving
Port Said, because of the absence of rhe pilor
allocated to take us through, but this, in turn,
saved us a trip up to Aqaba, where the last of 'O'
Force was being embarked by various other Fleet
units. We steamed on to Aden, where we had a
pleasant if sticky stop-over, just long enough for
some welcome 'rabbit runs ". From Aden we
sailed for a mixed navies exercise, called " Mid-
link ", and on completion went into Karachi.
There we were most hospitably entertained by the
Royal Pakistan Navy, and our stay seemed ali too
short.

From Karachi we sailed with R.N. Fleet Units,
and exercised all the way to Singapore. By the
time we had reached the Base we were ali feeling
quite ready for a run ashore. Our self-maintenance
period over, we left for Hong I(ong, where we
spent a very merry Christmas, and celebrated the
advent of 1959 in no uncertain manner. A further
exercise followed, and we then headed south for
Guadalcanal and New Zealand. Our view of
Guadalcanal was marred by poor weather, but we
received mail there, so gloom was quickly dis-
pelled. At Auckland, which was our first land-fall
in New Zealand, it seemed that most of the city
had put itself out to entertain us. Life was very
hectic, it being most difficult to fulfil all the social
commitments that arose but despite that, it was
with heavy hearts that we left that sunny and de-
lightful spot. Our next sojourn was at Wellington'
the 'windy city '. It was less welcoming in
weather, but what the climate lacked in warmth,
was more than made up for by the inhabitants.
Once again the pace set was fierce, and whilst not
pretending that it was a relief to get away' at least
it did ensure a certain amount of rest I

From New Zealand we went to Tasmania.

The first NA 39 lands on H.M.S. " Victorious "
Ofricial photograph
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Hobart was our destination, and our visit was a
very opportune one, since it coincided with the
centenary of the Royal Hobart Yacht Club, and a
fiesta spirit prevailed everywhere. Once again we
began to feel the strain, and we found the uip
over to Sydney very handy for 'charging our bat-
teries'.. Sydney we hoped to be able to take at
an easier pace, since we had a self-maintenance
period there, but, alas, this applied more to the
ship than to the ship's company. However, a
week between Sydney and Melbourne based on
Jervis Bay, did a lot to help.

Melbourne was our next port of call, and al-
though the weather was most unkind-we caught
the first rains in ages-we stiil had a whale of a
time, and sailed for Fremantle quite glad of a long
trip before us. Flying was ruled out for much of
the way, because of the famed swell in the Great
Australian Bight, which had the ship rolling 30
degrees and pitching considerably too. At Fre-
mantle it seemed that at least half of the population
of Western Ausnalia had come down to greet the
Fleet, composed as it was of British and Australian
Fleet Units, The fair city of Perth threw open its
doors to the Navy, and there were none who were
glad when the day dawned upon which we said our
farewells to Australia.

Back at Singapore we had another self-mainten-
ance period, and also commenced our preparations
for " Sea Demon," the largest scale S.E.A.T.O.
exercise carried out since its inception. Ttris was
carried out in two phases, one in which we re-
mained in the Singapore exercise.area, and- carried
out loutine practices, and the other in which we
sailed for Manila, and for eight days took it in
turns to guard the Fleet and its replenishment
units, and to strike it, being at all times harried by
submarines, American and British. On completion
we had a two-day stopover in Manila for the
wash-up and then returned to Singapore.

After two days we again sailed for the Singapore
exercise area, where we put on a shopwindow dis-
play for the benefit of V.LPs, both Service and
Civil. This was followed by a self-maintenance
period and then we sailed for Madagascar
and South Africa. The long trip to Diego Suarez
was very pleasant, but we were very glad of the
opportunity to go ashore and stretch our,legs, when
the opponunity at last arose. A very friendly
spirit permeated the area, and it was a little difi-
cult to realise that the wrecks we could see in the
harbour were the outcome of a less friendly visit
by Fleet Air Arm units some fifteen or so years
ago !

From Diego Suarez we went to Drrthan, where
the reception was rather like that usually meted out
to members of the film fraternity . . . people lined
the breakwater and the bluff, and cheered and clap-
ped as we entered . . . fittingly, the loudest were re-
ceived when we dressed ship overall, it being
H,R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh's birthday. Here
the weather was kind, being warm by day and cool
by night. Our welcome, however, was warm at all
times, and the lavish entertainment laid on by all
for our benefit left many of us speechless. Our six
days quickly passed, alas, and we sailed. for Cape-
town, exercising with R.N. and S.A.N. units en
route.

Before entry into Capetown we staged another
shopwindow displag which was attended by Civil
and Military V.I.Ps, the weather conditions were
perfect for it, and especially for the aerobatics, and
many appreciative remarks were overheard. Our
stay was for ten days, doing the last of our self-
maintenance schedules before ' Pompey', and it
too, quickly passed. There were entertainments
galore, and the area is a shutterbug's paradise
at least fifty per cent of the ship's company wem up
to the top of Table Mountain in the cable car, and
voted it the best ten bob's worth of the trip. The
views from it are outstandingly good. Alas, all
good things come to an end, and we sailed on the
Latin-American leg of our cruise on Tuesday 30
June.

IJnfortunately the editorial deadline prevenrs
from rounding off this account with details of visits
to Buenos Aires, Montevideo and Rio de Janeiro
but if all reports are true we are going to need that
fifteen day sea-trip from Rio to 'Pompey ' just as
much as we needed the fifteen days from the Cape
to Buenos Aires. Any volunteers for the East of
Suez carrier? Don't forget . your too, can have
a draft-chit like mine ! In fact, I'll even exchange
with you. Just drop me a line. I need a couple
of quiet years at the Sdrool, in which to recover!

BOOK REYIEVS
Our or rHE SMoKE by R. E. Parkin. A splendid
novel, which I have had the privilege of reading in
manuscript form has been written by R. E. Parkin.
ex C.P.O. (R.A.N.) and Chief Quartermaster of
H.M.A.S. Perth at the time of her last magnificent
fight against overwhelming odds and the Japanese
in Sunda Strait.

The story " Out of the Smoke " leaves for dead
all other accounts of those stirring events.and it is
a tale all sailors will relish, and which, I think, is
destined to become a best seller. It is of particular
interest to all the R.A.N. present or past members.

Ray Parkin was one of the last men to speak to
the late Captain H. Valler, D.S.O., R.A.N. and
because Parkin had to get out from the Lower
Steering position he was one of the last to leave
the ship when ordered to do so by the Captain.

The novel tells in stark, economical prose the
events of the battle and those of the ensuing couple
of weeks, during which time a parry of the sur-
vivors " borrowed " a boat with the intention of
sailing home to Australia.

In the boat were two officers, five Chief and Petty
Officers and a few junior ratings. This little com-
pany elected Parkin to be Skipper of the boat, he
being a most capable seaman.

The hero of the novel is called John, but the
story is, of course, autobiographical and John's
thoughts and ideas are those of Parkin himself.
He is John. All the men in the boat are scrutin-
ised, weighed up and described accurately and
thoroughly, though their names are thinly dis-
guised. These men will readily recognise them-
selves, and some may even get a slight shock; some
could be indignant ! But described they are, arrd
thei nerves and thoughts are there for us to see.
as though they had been laid bare by a surgeon's
scalpel.
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No other writer I have read, apart from Conrad,
has a truer eye for the character and reactions of
the ordinary sailorman or the sea, or what he feels
for his ship, and Parkin voices all the things we
ordinary feliows feel but are not sufficiently articu-
late to express. He is aiways iooking beneath the
surface of things and discovering truths that are
not so readily apparent to the unthinking.

R. E. Parkin describes vividly the moment of
unbelief when he comes to realise that the ship is
doomed; the agonising experiences of the oil-
drenched survivors struggling in the dark and
choppy sea; the nightmare of the gun flashes and
the reverberations of the Japanese salvoes as they
struck at the stricken Perth; his own innermost
thoughts rhroughout this awful time.

All padding is removed from this taie and
nothing is allowed to impede the movement and
engrossing interest of the story he has to tell, so
that one feels after reading it that it has been well
ivorth while. And strangely enough, one feels thar
he has missed something important in life because
he was not present to suffer with these brave men
on this occasion. And it is not all tragedy by any
means. There are some superbly droll and amus-
ing situations, as could Le expected in any descrip-
tion of the antics of an average group of sailormen.

The story ends when, through lack of water and
food, the gallant little company are forced to land
and are promptly ffung into the status of P.O.W.

R. E. Parkin, an anist of no little ability who
has had the distinction of putting on his own " One
Man Show " in Melbourne and winning high

critical praise, has illustrated the book with his
own drawings, and these add to the attractiveness
of a fine novel,

I should add that I am not alone in my esrimare
of the excellence of this striking story of courage
and determination. Such expert critics as Laurens
Van der Post and Crcil Day Lewis, Professor of
Poetry at Oxford University, as well as the astute
British publishing house of Hogarth have given it
extraordinarily high praise. I have no doubt that
it will make an extremely exciting film.

The book will be published about Christmas
time this year and will cost roughly eighteen shil-
lings sterling, or twenty-two shillings and sixpence
(Australian). I commend it to your notice in the
firm conviction that it will be enjoyed and cherished.

C. H. Nrcnor-Ls, M.B.E., Lt. Cdr., R.A.N.
Note by Editor: Captain H. V{/aller, D.S.O.,
R..A.N., qualilied in signals in L925, on the same
Long Course as the Earl Mountbatten of Burma.

Raoro Crncutrs: A SrEp By SrEp Sunvrv. Ey
V. E. Miller, M.A. (Cantab), M.Brit.I.R.E. Re-
vised by E. A. W. Spreadbury, M.Brit.I.R.E.
Published by Iliffe & Sons Ltd., Dorset House,
Stamford St., London, S.E.l. Pp 172 and two
foldouts. Price 15/-.

This is the fourth edition and new material has
been added to include transistor receivers, car
radio, FM/AM receivers etc. The book itself,
as the name suggests, takes the reader in easy
stages through the superheterodyne receiver. The
lreatment throughout is non-mathematical and
easy to follow. Complete circuits of receivers are
also given.
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GOING THE ROUNDS IN " MERCURY ''

SPORT
Alas ! Our €15,000 is still safely tucked away in

the Treasury Purse. It was anticipated that work
would begin on Hyden Wood by the lst June but
at present the blue-print is being tossed from 'in
basket' to 'out basket' with regular monotony.
At least the drainage and water mains have been
laid across the field-let's hope we get the pavilion
to put at the end of them.
Cricket

The fortunes of the Establishment XI have
fluctuated this season. The wicket at Broadhelf-
penny Down has been playing faster this season
and it has been more trying for the ' spinners '.
Runs have been more plentiful compared with last
season and it has been usual to see 350 runs being
scored on a Saturday afternoon-not ,alLagainst us.

Apart from the usual fixtures, we have welcomed
this season the Romany C.C. and the London New
Zealand XI to Broadhalfpenny Down-the teams
travelling from London. Both games started at
1130 and, between licensing hours, the cricket was
enjoyed ! It is hoped that we may have the
pleasure of entertaining these clubs for many
seasons to come.

In the second round of the C.ommand Knock-
out Competition we dismissed Dolphin for the
modest total of 99 in reply to ou!. 144, In the
semi-final we are drawn to play Royal Naval
Barracks.

The inter-departmental league is now very
nearly completed and it would appear that the
Miscellaneous Section might well lead, they have
won all their games to date and have but one game
left. The inter-departmental knock-out competition
starts during the first week in July when the Ward-
room will endeavour to retain the trophy,
Athletics

The Establishment Sports Day is well and truly
over. The weather was very kind to us and a
large crowd joined the competitors in St. James'
Park for the afternoon.

It was expected that the New Entry Division
would win, indeed their points total indicated this
to be the case until the Signal School Mess pro-
vided the big shock of the afternoon by winning
not oniy their semi-final pulls at the Tug-of-\Var,
but also the final. This magnificent effort gave
them a one point lead over the Nerv Entries and
earned them the Athletic Trophy.

The highlight of the afternoon was the obstacle
race, This was an open event, and to all the
volunteers we give hearty thanks for providine the
laughs. After complete immersion in the water
tank the soapy slanting board proved almost un-
assailable. Slither after siither, down they came,
but it took one competitor, who seemed to enioy
the casual trot round the course, little time to solve
the problem. Down slid his confederates so up
slid he-- -over he went first time and completed the
course whilst his fellow laggards were pondering
over his success. In retrospect, perhaps the
obstacle course did offer one benefit-whilst the
spectators stood in sweltering heat the competitors
enioyed a refreshing dip in the water tank. Con-
gratulations to Lieut. Cdr. R. J. Green on win-
ning this event.

Mrs. J. A. C. Henley, the Captain's wife, very
kindly presented the prizes. News of the \Wrens'
successes appears later, but it is opportune to say
that one young lady holds sufficient cups to start
her own licensed.premises-so watch our Christies !

Final positions:-Signal School, 54 points; New
Entries, 53 points; C.P.O's & P.O's, 45 points;
Vardroom, 35 points.

The Minor Establishments' Athletics Sports
are to be held shortly at Sultan and we hope,
barring accidents, to bring back the trophy this
year. Our team is very sound with possibly only
one weakness-the high iump. After our efforts
in this competition we shall have to consider enter-
ing either as a team or individually, for the Com-
mand Competition proper.
Tennis

There is a dearth of really good players this
season but nevertheless the sphit and flesh have
been willing. Our friendly fixtures have proved
most enjoyable, and to date the successes and
defeats are even.

{Jnfortunately in the C.ommand Knock-out Com-
petition lst Round we met formidable opposition
in Vernon and went down gloriously.
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race, which lasted nearly three days. Ocean racing
is a pleasure rn Meon Maid II as the standards of
accommodation are much higher than a 5O-square
metre, and it is possible to devote more energy to
racing the boat well and less to merely surviving.

In the small amount of rough weather we have
experienced the yachr has behaved very well in-
deed, dry and with little motion (although usually
enough to make most people seasick!).

The programme for the rest of the season in-
cludes the Fastnet in August, the Clwes-Dinard
and the Round the Island Race in July and a
number of shorter day races including the re-
mainder of th Monarch Bowl Series. Next year
we shall have another 'sister' to compete against
as H.M.S. Collingwood have been allocated a
tepeat Meon Maid and she should be ready for
sailing at the end of March 1960. Once again the
funds for her are being generously provided by
the Nuffield Trust for the Forces of the Crown.

Meon Maid 1I has attracted a great deal of
altention and admiration wherever she has been,
and there is no doubt that she will give years of
instruction and enjoyment to ofrcers, ratings and
\(/rens. We are very fortunate to have her.

d
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Sailing
The new yacht was olficially handed over to

H.M.S. Mercury on llth March at the Portsmouth
Command Sailing Centre. Lady Granrham very
kindly consented to name and launch Meon Maid
/I at the ceremony which was attended by a large
number of distinguished guests.

Organised sailing started immediately after the
launching and as usual, there has been keen sup-
port for Dog Vatch excursions from both ratings
and the S7.R.N.S. We hope ro better last year's
figures in this respect and so far the fine weather
this season has helped to keep our numbers well
above average.

During the Easter leave a shake-down cruise was
arranged to Dartmouth and from there to Cher-
bourg. The return passage across the Channel
proved the great value of the new D/F set in bad
visibility and allowed us to make a sarisfactory
landfail-in thick fog.

The racing programme started in earnest in
May, and the results so far are summarised below.
It is thought that the boat has already proved her-
self to be exceptionally well-handicapped and in
fact on the R.O.R.C. Cherbourg race she kept well
rvithin sight of the much larger boats for the entire
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Launch of " Meon Maid II "
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f, Excellent frequency stability-crystal control available where
extremely high stabili$ is required.
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Racr Rpsutrs (to 24th JuNn)
No of

Race Starters Position
Lymington-Warner Cowes

(28 miles) 5 2
Southsea-Dartmouth (105 miles) 3 2
Round the Buoys off Dartmouth

(12 miles) 15 8
Coastal Race off Dartmouth

(25 miles) 10
First Monarch Bowl 6
RORC Southsea-Le l{avre-Royal

Sovereign-Cherbourg (260 miles) 12
Second Monarch Bowl 8
Third Monarch Bowl 8
RORC Southsea-Lyme Bay-

Spithead (225 miles)
In the RORC Cher

l2
In the RORC Cherbourg Race, Meon Maid I1

also achieveC second best corrected time overall
out of. 22 starters, and in the RORC Lyme Bay
Race won the Wolf Rock Bowl as First in Class
ur.
Whalers and Dinghies

A number of ratings and Wrens have received
instruction in sailing. In the Yarmouth Series for
R.N.S.A. 14-ft. Dinghies, the Combined Team
entered by Excellent and Mercury are so far un-
beaten, and in the Asmara Series for ' Fireflies '
one race has been won, and another awarded to the
C-ombined Team as a result of a sail over. Several
whalers' crews have been away for weekends, and
more could be sent if coxswains were available.
Shooting

The Summer Term has been a very succsesful
one. At the Ponsmouth Cornmand Rifle and
Revolver meeting, Mercury won:- The Excellent
Cup for Revolver, plus 4 medals; The General's
Cup for Revolver Tiles, plus 3 medals; The Purser's
Cup .22 league Division III, plus 6 medals; Senior
Officer Revolver 1 medal.

In addition 9 individual medals were won.
These successes were closely followed up on

May l3th when the Juniors and Wrens won The
Queen Charlotte Cup plus 11 medals.

THE COMMUNICATOR

The outstanding shots were: Captain J. A. C.
Henley, D.S.C., R.N., revolver; C. R. S. Kingston,
both rifle and revolver; R.O.3 Davies, rifle; \?ren
YerralL .22 and .303.
\7e might have done even better if the " Old
Men ", the Gunnery Officer, (Lt. (SD) (C) J. T.
Franks) and the Chief G.I. (C.P.O. Lacey) had been
able to run 600 yards firing every 100 yards with-
out getting too puffed.

We hope to go on to greater things and our
thoughts are now turning to a 200 yard firing
range which has been proposed within the estab-
Iishment grounds.
Camping

This is a new innovation. Each Friday after-
noon one Leading Hand on Advancement Course
and nine New Entries can be found erecting their
weekend camp by the river at Pulborough. For-
tunately each weekend party has been blessed by
good weather but I must quote this extract from
the " Camping Guide "-' during prolonged spells
of rain this area is subiect to heavy flooding-
beware during silent hours'.

A 1og is kept of the rveekend's activities, which
incidentally provides amusing reading. The river
alongside the site is ideal for bathing. Local
sightseers have frequently visited the site to satisfy
their curiosity and on one occasion wete almost
detailed off as " galley party ". Whilst on the
subiect of food, perhaps it would be enlightening
to a1I those about to return to the "Aima Mater "
for the Advancement Course if I again quote, this
time from the Camping Log. " 1900-Supper of
stewed steak, potatoes-Meli acting chef and what
a mess. Chefs please note new way of boiling
potatoes. Half filI the fanny with water, empty in
potatoes straight from the sack and leave to boil
for about an hour. If this is the Maltese way
" N.D.A. please no more Med. commissions." A
good time was had by all-fair comment !

Since the last issue Petty Office J. W. Binks has
left us. We were sorry to see him go but all those
who were able to witness this year's Royal Tourna-
ment will have seen his labours of love ! He was
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selected to train the C,ombined Women's Services
Display Team and without doubt their success at
Earl's Court is due in no small way to the manner
in which John W. B. carried out his task. Now he
has been recruited to his "Alma Mater" at the P.T.
School. We wish him well and thank him for all
his efforts in Mercury.

SIGNAL SCHOOL MESS
Greetings once more to all C.ommunicators in

all the far flung reaches of the Empire from us
'poor unfortunates' braving the perils of warm
beer, too much T.V., overeating, over-imbibing
and the rigours of the long bus ride into civilisation.

The Summer Term has gone smoothly, old faces
have appeared and disappeared, courses have
'coursed' and departed after the inevitable 'Class
Run", but there have been two additions to the
mess that will be remembered for quite a while
(at least until next year). Tfiese are in the shape
of two Cups--one with the inscription ' H.M.S.
Mercury Sports Day Aggregate Cup ', and the
other 'H.M.S. Mercury Tug-of-War '.

Yes, confounding all the old adages about-
' youth ' and training, the mess carried off the
Sports Trophies from under the envious eyes of
the New Entries and C. & P.O's. $?e held our
own in.rie field and itrack events, but the greatest
praise goes to the tug-of-war team, eight stout men
and true, training exclusively on foaming tankards
of tepid ale, who in two straight pulls reached the
final against the C. & P.O's. At this stage we
stood the chance of winning or coming second to
the New Entries and tension mounted as the two
teams took the sFain. They nearly had us too-
the mark was wavering on the line-then, I don't
know whether someone mentioned Mackesons or
not but back we werlt and that was IT. This is the
fust time that the Signal School Mess has won the
Sports Cup since 1950 so everyone is feeling
pleased with himself.

This business about the beer isn't quite so bad
as it was-and we have it on very good authority
that steps are being taken to keep it cool and in
time we may even see a refrigeration unit installed.
Of course that ' glamour girl of the beer pumps '-
Dot-has been gone quite a while now but still on
a quiet evening a ghostly voice is heard plaintively
requesting the services of the 'Cowboy'.

Dances in the mess have rather gone by the
board-which will be regretted, I'm sure' by all the
older mess members who have memories of nissen-
huts and big get-togethers in the Cinema. 'Aaarrr

-things baint loike what they used to was in the
o1' dayi, it's this danged Terrible Version I tell 'ee.'

For those who have been with us more recently
and who knew L/Sea 'Dolly' Gray-I'm most
sorry to say that in a recent accident whilst riding
his motor Cycle he lost a leg. He has the heartfelt
sympathy of all the mess.

So irs our ship (stone-wall frieate) swings slowly
round its tuoy in the peaceful Hampshire country-
side and rhe t SUN ' (Rising) waits patiently down
in Clanfield with open doors for the frrst flood of
payday topers-1ve say farewell and sink
rapidly back to sleep.

" Sniffing Party o'

I What are they doing ? - Watch this column

for developments I

IT TAKES SOME DOING
C-onsider yourself a 'Do-It-Yourself' type for

the next few minutes, and we will embark on the
task of solving one of the most difficult problems
yet faced by man, including Khrushchev_ ald the
iike. Firstly we need about three hundred steel
bars thirteen feet long, (for those who are super-
stitious fourteen feet long) and two inches in
diameter; twelve steel girders thirteen feet long,
(again fourteen feet in length for the sailors who
won't go to sea on Friday the thirteenth) these
being four inches thick. Having acquired these,
we will build a cage strong enough to house a

tiger.
Assuming that we have completed the cage, so

we think, find a point on the bottom of one side
of the cage, and cut a hole iust big enough for
a tiger to get his head through-assuming of
course that the tiger is a male. Having done this,
take a point diagonally opposite and cut another
hole exag$y the same size. Now, the cage is more
or less complete, and we will embark on a slightly
more difficult task, namely, catching a male tiger
with a head just big enough to fit the holes which
we have cut into the cage to house the tiger we
are hunting.

To do this efrciently and with as little troubie
as possible, it is essential-to have a iam lar.with
a screw top, one pair of tweezers' one pair of
binoculars, one black-board and easel and finally
one piece of chalk. To save expense v/e can
borrow these onboard; binoculars from the flag-
deck or bridge, tweezers from the doc' and the
black-board, easel and chalk from schoolie. As
for the jam-iar, well, if we are benevolent about
tot-time, we may get one from the N.A.A.F.I.
manager's assistant.

Also, to save expense of travelling we will
assume that we are already residing in India or
in any other country to which tigers do not have
ro be imported. Now all we have to do is to take
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a sroll into the iungle and find a suitable clearing
where we can set up our black-board and easel.
If we cannot find a suitable clearing one can be
obtained by writing to The Royal Society for the
Prevention of the Ground-Nut Clearing scheme,
c/o The House of Argument, London, who will
forward one packet in an attractive box tied with
silk ribbon-state colour preferred-post free in
the United Kingdom and Northern Ireland only,
overseas postage to be prepaid.

Having fitted ourselves up with a clearing we
are now ready for the main job. At this point
I must stress that too many people should not
attempt this task at the same time as there will
be so many clearings thar the surrounding iungle
will completely disappear, and without the jungle
we will not get the tigers in attendance, I hope
my reasoning is sound.

Ve now set up our black-board and easel and
inscribe on it with our piece of chalk 2+f =1
(the br:ghter readers will think .this a little odd).
Vell never mind, we cannot all have 8.T.1 behind
our names and anyway tigers are very intelligent
animals as we will soon find out. Now climb the
nearest tree and wait,

lfe have now waited long enough, and our
tiger appears in the clearing, on seeing the black-
board and what is written on it he rolls over
with mirth, laughing at our little equation, (I rold
you, these tigers are damn clever). Now is your
opportunity; take up the binoculars and focussing
them on the tiger the wrong way round we will

make him look small, and while he is looking
small, pick him up with the tweezers, pop him
into the jam-far and screw the lid on firmly mak-
ing one or two holes in same so that the tiger
can breathe properly.

The most difficult part of our job has now very
successfully been accomplished, all that remains
are one or two very minor details. Firstly, we
must have a plank long enough to reach diagon-
ally across the cage from hole to hole. Having
placed this in position we can now put the tiger
in his new home, giving him a couple of hours
to do his joining routine and to stow his gear.
Assuming that he is now comfortably settled in,
ask him very politely if he would mind climbing
the plank and sticking his bonce through the hole
in the top side of the cage; he, being very ready
to oblige, (after Tanky has lashed him up to the
beef from the fridge) will do this without even
asking what the buzz is. rJ?hen he is up there
get him to scarpa down the plank at 30 m.p.h.,
and shove his nut through the hole diagonally
opposite, then turn him around and get him to
gallop up the plank at 60 m.p.h., and ram his
dome through the other hole. By increasing his
speed 30 m.p.h. on each trip I want you to work
out how fast he will have to travel before he can
get his nut through both holes at the same time.

Having solved this simple problem, please drop
me a line and let me know the answer as I, am
going off my rocker watching this b- tiger
of mine chasing his perishing tail.

FAR EAST
HONG KONG

The winking, vigilant eye of H.Q.S.S. no longer
clamours for attention as a ship rounds North
Point for the 'buntings' have long since been
installed within the walls of Tamar. The ' spark-
ers' remain on the hill carrying out Morning and
Evening Colours but they too will soon retreat to
the confines of the tunnel. The dockyard changes
daily. Gone are the massive gooseneck and ponal
cranes, only shells remain where once stood
gleaming pump and power houses, and hourly
these shells are reduced to unridy piles of rubble
and twisted steel. As the run down is completed
the 'Pearl of the Orient' will soon be considered
one of the C.N.D's proverbial plums for the over-
all number that will remain could barely man a
' Daring'. Indications are that the Communicators
will be the most strongly represented.

For we who remain there is still sufficient to
iustify our existence. !7e are still an area receiv-
ing station and with the revival of East-Vest trade
our commercial trafrc shows slight increase. Al-
though only one ship-shore component remains
there is a ftace of competition between some oper-
ators to better their predecessor's log turn over.
On the other hand we have our malingerers. After
exercise " Sea Demon " the Far East Fleet, ac-
companied by the carrier Melbourne and cruiser
Royalist, slme to spend their leisure hours in and
around our waters before they departed south-
wards for exercise " Saddle Up ".

Regarding the staf; Lieut. Denny has recently

departed to U.K. for leave and a new appointment.
C.R.S, Henderson departs shortly leaving C.R.S.
Baker, redently promoted, in the chair. Amongst
the new arrivals are R.C.I. Snell and L.R.O.
Sfagget and Gamet. C.Y. Hogan is unfortunately
leaving us before time owing to recurrent 'tum '
trouble.

Tfre watchkeeping routine affords the maximum
amount of free time and filling in one's leisure
hours is by no means difficult.

The Communicators' lfelfare Committee have
rendered sterling service, and since September last
have given us many excellent socials. Vith the
warmer weather will come a variety of functions,
including banyans, skittles at the C.F,C., snooker,
darts and shooting to name but a few.

The Communication Department do€s not now
have suftcient numbers to form sports teams, but
somehow this year they have entered the seven-a-
side hard-court hockey

Individuals are not backward in coming for-
ward, for the Branch has represented the Navy at
Hong Kong at rugbg hockey, soccer, boxing and
swimming. I say 'has ' purely because the title
" Navy at Hong King " in competitive sport has
lapsed, owing to the small numbers remaining the
C-ommodore was forced to withdraw the Navy from
all leagues.

Having participated in leagues for 50 years the
withdrawal is equally unpopular with both the
Navy and the ciwies, however it was a move that
had to be taken. To mark the occasion of the
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The choice of the right Christmas card
is a problem for most of us: how to
decide which is the best design or the
best size or the most appropriate words ?

These problems should not arise if you
are in Her Majesty's Forces rvhere Naafi's
Printing Branch is at your service. Flere
you will find skilled craftsmen with years
of experience who are familiar with all
aspects of Christmas card design and are
eager to give you the benefit of their
knorvledge, Each year they print over a
million Christmas cards for Servicemen
and women the world over from a unique
collection of Service and Regimental
crests, dies and ribbons.
Let Naafi print your Christmas cards
this year and your problems will be
solved-but remember to place your
order early, Specially prepared sampie
Christmas Card Brochures illustrating a
selection of Christmas card designs are
available from your District Manager.

The Official Contccn Otgonisation for H.M. Forces

IT-IPERIAL COURT, KEIININGTON LAT{E, LOTIOON, S,E, II
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Navy's withdrawal, a cocktail pany was given by
the Navy Sports Club. Old Navy players will be
pleased to know that they can renew acquaintances
in " friendlies " as often as numbers permit. Others
in ships of the Fleer visiting Hong Kong need not
despair for all Navy men worth their salt have
been affiliated to local clubs and I would hasten ro
add that the standard set here is on a par with
many professional sides back home.

As you may have read, Hong Kong was recently
subjected to torrential rain, in fact 23 inches were
recorded in 4 days, causing landslides, the carrying
away of hutments and the collapse of many houses

-sad to relate there were over 50 deaths. Both
road and rail communications were severed. Com-
munications as far as we were concerned were only
affected by the very bad static and by remote cases
of water-logged cables.

L.R.O. Garner rvho recently deserted us and rvenr
to 3rd A.O.B.R.A. has begged that they be given
a mention. Since they have such an able corre-
spondent in R.O.2 Sillars rvho recently hogged
two and a half columns of the SourH CurNe
MoaNrNc Posr, it would have been more fitting
for him to have written for them. For those who
may foin this small band, the day to day routine
includes considerabie mountaineering whilst fully
laden with set and batteries, and on reaching the
objective, sitting in the scorching heat calling for
fire from the ships. There is now a requirement
for all ratings to be parachute uained and this
carries with it an addition in pay of 6l- a day.
Recently R.S. Bailey went south to take part in
" Saddle Up ", a S.E.A.T.O. amphibious landing
exercise, a novel experience for a 'sparker'.

H.M.S. HIGHFLYER
All a well known author had to say of Colombo

(home of H.M.S. Highllyer more or less) was "The
sun rises in the morning aad it sometimes rains in
the evening ". He wasn't far wrong, but your
correspondent will endeavour to satisfy Ceylon
West Old Boys, nostalgic no doubt for the swaying
palms and comfortable beds, with a littie more
news. As far as work is concerned we have man-
aged to remain in touch on our Fixed Services
most of the time and our ship customers call us
from as far afield as the West Indies, the North
Sea, and the Sea of Japan. We are always glad
to hear from you all-so don't forget, GZP is the
callsign.

Now to sporting and social activities. Vhen we
last wrote there was a severe drought and the play-
ing field was in such a state we had to give up
games for a time. However it has been in fu11 use
for a couple of months now, and L.R.O. Lucas
has been leading a gang of dedicated and perspiring
men in preparing No. 2 ground which is norv iust
about ready. Soccer has again been the predomin-
ant game: we iust failed to take the six-a-side cup
ofi the R.A.F. I(atunayake this year but are in the
final of the inter-wing league and the first XI
under L.R.O. O'Brien should win it. 'A' watch
under R.O.2 Morley have again won the inter-
watch cup. There has been a hockey revival and
our team under R.O.2 Meaker entered the inter-
Services league-they acquitted themselves very
rvell against some stiff opposition and although no

games were actually won, many valuable lessons
were learnt ! Officers, Chief & P.O's won the
inter-part cup, making up in cunning what they
iacked in wind. Draftie has been sending us a lot
of '\flestoes' recently and so what is more natural
than there should be talk of rugby. A hastily
organised seven-a-side came second out of four in
a torunament at Katunayake and spurred by their
efforts a XV is taking the field this week under
R.O.2 lfooley.

On the social side our newly converted cinema
and theatre has been a great boon. The First
Lieutenant organised an excellent concert in May
and many pillars of Highllyer society were seen in
characteristic poses-among them L.R.O's Hoy,
Tones and Blackwell and R.O.2's Swain, Lawson,
Mosely, Wingett, Beattie and Chalkeley to mention
just a few, and many wives lent glamour to what
would otherwise have been a pretty ugly occasion.
At the moment a play is being rehearsed and will
be presented to the public on July lst.

The Families Club has started activities in the
old Sick Bay and the bachelors have opened up a
rival concern, the " Charlie Club "-you have to
be a Carlsburg drinker to join; not a very strenu-
ous entrance test. Other recent activities have in-
cluded the construction of a large chicken run
near the galley. R.S. Harder was in charge of
operations, and it has been named Fred's Farm in
his honour. He is usually to be found in its vicin-
ity encouraging his 25 charges to lay, and to go on
laying.

We have had our share of drafting changes, and
prominent amongst those leaving is Lieut. Wil-
liams, who has been here nearly three years. rffe
wish him every good fortune in his next job, and
extend a hearty welcome to his successor Sub Lieut.
Richards. C.R.S. Fairley is also leaving shortly
and so is R.S. Cory.

The " Highflyer News " under the editorship of
C.C.Y. I(tching is still going srong and the 40th
edition came out this week. Any old boys who
rvould like to become subscribers are invited to
send 12/- for 12 editions postage paid.

BOOK REVIEW
PRTNcTrLES ol Tn.q.xsrsroR CIRcUITS. By S. V.
Arnos, B.Sc.(Hons), A.M.I.E.E. Ppl67 & viii.
Published for Wireless World by Iiiffe & Sons
Ltd., Dorset House, Stamford St., London, S.8.1.
Price 2l /-.

The first two chapters of this book give a very
clear picture of the properties of semiconducting
materials, their behaviour as non-linear rectifying
devices and the action of point-contact and iunction
transistors. Then follow chapters on the methods
of connecting transistors in amplifying stages and
bias stabilisation.

A fairly simple mathematical treatment of the
transistor using its equivalent circuit is given,
together with a chapter, which is particu-larly
good, on the use of the uansistor as a large signal
amplifier. A generalised picture of transistor re-
ceiver design concludes the book with some notes
on the moie recent developments in this field, e.g.
the invention of drift transistors and surface
barrier types in order to increase the "a" cut off
frequency.
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O Searchlight & Signalling Projectors.

O Mirrors tor decl< ianding aids, etc.

O Floodlights.

SUPPLIERS TO THE ROYAL NAVY.

CLARKE, CHAPMAN & CO. LTD., VICTORIA t*VORKS, GATESHEAD,8, Co. DURHAM.

Regulation closer than 1 l% betwcrn cx-
tremes oftemperature from -60'C to *70"C
Speed of response 50,/60 milliseconds.
For industrial purposes at normal ambicnt
trmperatures regulation within 1 0 5%.

Dimensions
5" 16" x5t"

high.

Weight 4lbs.
A-REFERENCE BRIDGE
B:TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER

nEwTor{ BRos (DERBY) rTD
ALFRETON ROAD DERBY
lh6.: Dctbf 17676 (1 linsl 6RA,'lir OyNA/VO DEASy

London Omcc: IMPERIAL BUILDINGS, 56 fINGSWAY. W.C.2

Modcl shown is for rhe conkol of r 28 Volt D.C. gcntrator
for trc on aircraft.
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ICELAND PATROL
You can have your gales at home
When the sea's a mass of foam,
There's nothing like a gale of Arctic spite
As rve found out to our cost
When the summer ice and frost
Turned our Duffle coats the purest shade of rvhitel
When the rolling Dunhirk lay
Off cold Iceland through the day,
And the gales would make you very sick again,
You couldn't look at rum:
You could only suck your thumb
And sadly sing the trawlerman's refrain.
" O Dinn, Dinn, Dinn, where the mischief have

you been,
Ve thought you'd gone and left the Spearmint

scene.
We're tired of all this work
Just to feed the damn Dunhirh,

QUrz
In the Sunday papers. and m,agazines tlere, are 1'

now appearing many quizzes. Some are for hus-
bands, some are for " The Great Lovers " and
some for the sporting types. None however, ap-
pear for the serviceman, especially the seafarer,

Have a go at this quiz and see if you are the
" Tops with your Ops ".
1. If offered a drink of your chum's tot, would

you:- 4.
(a) Kindly decline the offer, informing your

friend that his needs are greater than yours.
(b) Accept sippers graciously.
(c) Take gulpers with great gusto.

2, Your oppo asks for a cigarette and you are on
the very last of your ticklers with payday 7
days to go. $fould you:-
(a) Roll a tickler for him, excusing yourself 5.

for rolling dust.
(b) Offer him someone else's " tailor mades ".
(c) Tell him where the canteen is and the times

of opening.
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"With all those men lighting over her, what chance have we got?"
And we wish you'd btzz ofr home. you Gung

O'Dinn."
But the pagan God of War
Would hang around off shore
And watch us while the trawlers' nets did bursr.
Then the Kremlin took a hand,
Building castles in the sand
Claiming as the Reds discovered Iceland first,
Then all the fish were thehs;
They were going no half shares
They were going to have the 1ot, their gales and all,
Though the gun-boats bustled out,
There wasn't any doubt
Vhich onetof the two would crumble first and fal1.

" O Dinn, Dinn, Dinn, it's all your heathen fault
For persistently attempting gross assault.
If you hadn't tried to chew
Enough to cause an ashen hue
To your cod you wouldn't add Siberian salt."

On being asked by your chum to do him a
sub so that he may go ashore. !?ould you: -(a) Offer to do it for him, at a cost.
(b) Say you are going ashore knowing very

well you have not the slightest intention of
go1ng.

(c) Gladly offer to do it for him. Making sure
he has sufficient money.

You and an Old Ship have a blind date with a

couple of girl friends. W'ould you:-
(a) Manoeuvre him over so as the good look-

ing girl of the two is nearest you.
(b) If the girls turn out to be rather plain,

suddenly develop a sudden illness caused
by sea time in the Far East.

(c) Take pot luck.
On being ragged in the bathroom. Do you : 

-(a) Tell a few home truths too.
(b) Sulk and offer to take the occupants of the

bathroom on, one at a time.
(c) Grin and bear it.
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WORI.D'S I.EAD'NG MANUFACTURERS OF RADIOTELEPHONES

introduce the GR.400
TRANSISTORISED

SSB R.adiotelephone

TRANSISTORISED - lor
reliability, compactness, minimum
weight and power consumption.

THIRD METHOD ol SSB
eliminates the need for expensive

filters and critical adjustment.

SIMPLEX or DUPLEX - the
standard model is lor Simplex - an
additional receiver is supplied for
Duplex operation.

COMPATIBLE - for use on
single sideband or in conventional
double sideband networks.

COMPACT - only 14 ins. deep,

lor conveniently mounting on desk

or table top.

CLIMATIC SPECIFICATION -
continuous rating -20"c to * 55'c

Brief Tech. Specification

Power output : 60 watts P.E.P.
Frequency range : 2- 10 Mc/s.
Channels: 4 crystal controlled spots

in any part of the range.
Dinrensions : 25"x21+"x l,l" deep.
Power supplies: 100-125v or 200-250v AC

or transistorised 17 or 24v DC.
Pouer consumption : 280 VA for

60 watt output.

With all rhe advantages of single sideband, giving an effective power

output of 500 watts double sideband, the GR.400 is still as simple to
operat€ as an ordinary telephone. The first transistorised radiotelephone.
this new model further enhances the wide range of Redifon
radiotelephones-many thousands ofwhich are in use all over the world.

REDIFON LIMITED Radio Communications Diyision, Broomhill Road, London S.W.l8
fclcphonc: Vrndykc 7281 A Manufactwing Comtan! in the Redifusion Grorl

for RIT

or cw
oPeration
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6. If on a run ashore with your messmates it is
your turn to pay for a round of drinks' Do
YOU: -ia) Decide Lo make a long phone call to your

mum.
(b) Hurry everyone to empty his glass so as

not to miss buying a round.
ic) Make sure everyone has a full glass before

asking.
7. One of your closest friends has won a large

sum of money on the pools. Do You: -(a) C-ongratulate him, adding that it couldn't
have happened to a nicer chaP.

(b) Go green with envy and start spreading
buzzes that it's a big swindle.

(c) Hint aloud on the messdeck that everyone
should be taken ashore.

8. On being detailed for a foreign draft. Do
you: -(a) Throw a fit and become " Excused Boots".
(b) Request the Barracks to dig up your mile

long welfare pack.
(c) Accept your fate with a stout heart and

cheery smile.
Well! How do you rate?
Are you the " True blue Oppo " or the " Dumb
Chum?"

Check your score.

l. a-3, b -2, c-1.
f 4 -2 l.-l .-?
3. a-2, b-1, c-3.
4. a-2, b-I, c-3.
5. a-2, b-1, c-3.
6. a-1, b-3, c-2.
7. a-3, b-1, c-2.
8. a-1, b-2, c-3.

and this is what your marks mean.
18 or over-You ate the quiet stiff upper 1ip type,

who is the tower of strength in the mess. But
you must take care, otherwise your halo will
gradually strangle you.

10 to l7-Taking it by and large, you are not so

hot as an Oppo are you?
below 10 'How low can a man get? You know

by now just what a decent blankety blank
vou are. But tbat doesn't bother your rype.
You'll drive that big car of yours fuli of girl
friends with no care. You lucky blighter, you.

and make foam on the side nearest < D '." Messrs.
I. & J. whereupon rotated and reorientated their
axes with looks of horror upon their normally
cheerful faces. I(napsack foam making thing,
what's that? " Bloggs, if you are not doing any-
thing particular would you organise the foamr" said
Pilot to the Communications Omcer. The latter,
having been found out, immediately assumed a

look which would have done credit to the Chief of
London Fire Brigade, and rushed down several
ladders.

Meanwhiie, the ' sparkers ' having heard the cry
over the Action Intercom. had not been idle, and
on arrival, the Communications Omcer found the
Radio Supervisor surrounded by his crew manfully
endeavouring to connect a four inch hose to a

two inch connection on a tin box which intuition,
it could not have been anything else, told them was
a knapsack foam rnaking thing. The arrival of
such august reinforcements did nothing to ease the
situation. " It must be this end." " No ! that
end." " Doesn't this thing unscrew?" " Give it
to me." etc.

The Communications Officer who if lacking fire
fighting knowledge did not lack resourcefulness,
(after all what are evolution for?) dragged a

startled P.O.M.E., who was already manning a

two man manual, starting a portable diesel pump,
and making C.S.A. smoke, into the conference,
swiftly rated him J.R.O. and said, " How in the
h...... does this thing work?"

A swift explanation, and in a flash there were
Communicators flying in all directions, and of
course, foam would be provided in a matter of
seconds. But somehow it did not seem to work
that way. The hydrant selected to provide the
necessary water was at the other end of the ship;
there always seemed to be plenty nearby when
sailors were scrubbing decks. As for the hoses,
they were all made up the wrong way (of course),
the joining pieces were all seized up or would not
fit, and someone had obviously been hiding most
of them.

At last came the cry, " switch on ", and the staff
stood back to watch the results of their labours.
What, no joy? Only a yell from the First Lieut-
enlant, " $7ho the blazes said anything about pre-
wetting?" This only happened with three lengths
of hose and at last the hose could be seen to be
swelling visibly with water in the direction of the
foam maker. " Standby ". This was really it, we
hoped Capt. D was watching. A thin trickle of
brown liquid flopped iistlessly over the port side.
It seemed that every part of ship had a " Fire "
and pressure was nil.

Hoiever, if you happen to have a fue that re-
quires a Knapsack Foam Fire Fighting apparatus
tb extinguish it, iust dial MVDRO9. Jayne
Mansfield's scanties? We relegated them to bright-
work rags in disgust, it seems that sort of initiative
is not what is required.

FIRE
It was the witching hour of Evotrutions, tea time

of course. The 'buntings' wete poised for action
on the bridge, ready to hoist anything from the
Communications Offiter (they hoped) to the panties
Tavne Mansfield wore in the film "A Girl Can't
ilitp rt ". Equaily alert were the ' spark-ers.'
below waiting to prbvide everything from " Music
While you Work " in the tiller flat to setting up
the 89 on the foc's'le.

Out of the babel of orders was heard," Com-
munications Department provide Knapsack Foam
Fire Fighting Appurutrls ibreast the break of the
foc's'le, -make foam ". The Communications Offi-
cer tried to look terribly busy elsewhere, the Navi-
satins Officer. erabbed the nearest T.Os. " Jones'
iohnion, down-below get a knapsack foam thing

A.S.C.O. to budding R.O.2
" What watches would you expect to keep if the

ship was on passage from Malta to Gibraltar?"
Budding R.O.2

" 24 about Sir ".
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FOR SERVICE AND QUALTTY

IDAII-J FMIAN
TAILORS and OUTFITTERS

TO THE ROYAL NAVY FOR NEARLY 50 YEARS

SPECIALISTS IN COMMISSIONED OFFICERS OUTFITS AND ALL ITEMS OF

UNIFORM AND ACCESSORIES

CIVILIAN TAILORING TO YOUR, INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS

20 QUEEN STREET ' PORTSMOUTH
Telephone: Portsmouth 22t30

Par&are speciarists-naturary. How erce courd

transformers, chokes, and transductors acquire such a high reputition-universally ? Specialist

is able to make the best use of time and money-automatically. Specialist technicians ensure

their

plant

that

Parmeko equipment meets every sP€cification ,r-

PARTilEKo of IEICE3TER

Mokers of Transformers for thc Elcctronic ond Electricol lndustty
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COMMUNICATIONS GAZETTE

APPOINTMENTS

Eortor.'s No^rE Although every endeavor is made to ensure that the inJbrmation in this
sectiorl is correct, we ask readers not to treat it as authoritative in the strict sense.

Name
J. G. B. Arur.rsrnoxc ...
R. J. Arrnrocr
A. E. C. Brsr ...
H. P. Boys-Srollns
H. J. C. Bnrocsn
M. Bxoap
C. F. Bnyer{r ...
B. A. N. Bucrr.sy
C. G. Busn
H. F. Carupsur,r.
D. W. Cneptrlex
R. T. Cunxe ...
R. L. C,opp
E. D. Dor,psrr,r
J. DunNrono
H. D. Y. FAULKNER
D. A. K. FruLay
J. H. Fono
R. G. Fnar.rxrrN
J. T. FrtANxs ...
J. S. Groncr ...
P. M. G. Gnsrc
R. S. I. HawrrNs
E. M. G. HEwrrr
G. J. Hruns
J. B. R. Honrqr
G. Jum
H. R. KEATE
R. W. Kroon ...
R. B. Knrcnr ,..
D. LanxrNs
C. A. LaunlNcs

R. C. Monceu ...
!7, D. NrwrueN
W'. Nrprrpno
M. F. Panny
R. J. Prrr, lr.n.n.
P. C. Pnrr.;cr
E. G. N. REUBENs
M. A. H. RTcHARDS
H. H. Rrorrn ...
L RornwBrr,
G. E. SaupsoN
D. G. Snans
J. Suecxei,r,
N. T. J. Srrrr ...
J. B. Sttow
P. W. Socrer,r,
P. If. SpsNcsn
P. D. SrsenNs ...

Rank
Lt.
Lt. (SD) (C)
Lt. (SD) (C)
Lt.

Whence Whither
Staff of F.O.A.C. French Language Srudy
Bermuda Flowerdown
Mercury Seahawk
Long Tac. Course Cavendish (Capt. D.8)
Newioundland A.S.!f.E.

Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Meon

Lt. Cdr.
Lt. Cdr.

... . Lt.

Lt.
Lr.

Lt.
Lt. Cdr.

Cdr.
Lt.
Cdr.

Lt. (SD) (C)
Lt.
Lt. Cdr.
Lt. Cdr.
Lt. Cdr.
Lt. Cdr.
Cdr.

Mercury
B.J.S.M.
Mercury

Mercury
Mercury

C-in-C H.F.
A.S-$f.E-

AFMED
Aphrodite
Kranii
A.S.W-.E.

Lt. (SD) (C) Ausonia
A/Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Stafi of F.O.S.T

Birmingham
Cavendish (Capt. D.8)
F.E.W.O., Med.
Signal Division
Staff of C-in-C Portsmouth
Stafi of F.O.S.T.
Woodbridge Haven
Adamant

Staff of F.O.F.H.
D.W.R.
Staff of C-in-C Nore
Gambia

Turkey

Suiker i/c
Meon
Cdr. (D) Portsmouth
Malta S.T.C.
R.A.N. Exchange
Staff of F.O.F.T.

R.N.B. Chatham
Signal Division
Signal Division
Ifermes

Reversion to R,A.N.

Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Mercury Hermes
Cdr. B.N.T.S. Turkey Lochinvar

Lt. Cdr. (SD) (C) Aphrodite
Lt. R.N.Z.N. Mercury

A/Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Flowerdown Meon

R.A.N. Exchange Mercury
Central Stafi Med. Mercury
Staff of F.O. Gib. Belfast
Mercury Aphrodite
Woodbridge Haven Mercury
Corunna Mercury
Fulmar B.N.T.S.

Ganges
Mercury
Bagdad Pact

G. M. Llovo ...
A. M. C. Macxrow-Snrrn
P. Manuxrau ...

Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Mercury
Lt.
Lt. Cdr.
Lt. Cdr.
Lt. Cdr.

J. R. McKarc ... Cdr.
J. W. Meaoows,, o.B.E., B.E.M. Cdr.
D. C. Mrrcnrrr.
D. V. Monceu, M.B.E. ..,

Mercury
Bermuda
Zest (Capt. T.S.3) A.S.W.E.
Agincourt (Capt. D.4) Mercury
Ganges D.D.!f.R.
Signal Division Mercury
Staff of F.O.F.H. Staff of C-in-C H.F.

Cdr.
Cdr.
Lt. (SD) (C)
Lt. Cdr.
Lt.
Lt. Cdr.

Mercury Eastbourne (Capt. F.4)
Mercury Laymoor i/c

Lt. Cdr. Eagle Ganges
Lt. (SD) (C) Seahawk Falcon
Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Eagle Highflyer
Cdr. Mercury S.H.A.P.E.
A/Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Mercury Bermuda
Cdr. Cabinet Offices F.C.O., F.E.S.
Lt. Mercury Staff of F.O.A.C.
Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Mercury Tyne
Lt. Cdr. R.C.N. Exchange Ark Royal
Lt. Cdr. Adamant
Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Corunna (Capt. D.4) R.A.F. Tangmere
C&. R.N. Staff C-ourse R.N. Staff College
Lt. Cdr. Staff of C-in-C Bermuda '

Portsmouth
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Name

D. L. Svtvls
L. R. TANToN .".
F. R. Tnonpr ..'
J. R. G. Tnrcrmeu
R. J. TRUDGETT

-I. E. W"alrrs
P. La B. Varsnr
P. j. rJ(annrNcroN
H. W. \fArsoN

K. rJTonaN

A. R. Voon
R. l. E.Voorrv

A. Wnrcnr

Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Cavendish (Capt' Mercury
D.6)

Lr. Mercury F.C.A. Med.
Lr. Cavendish (CaPt. Falcon
Sub Lt. (SD) (C) D.6)

(CD) Osprey R.A.N. Exchange

PROMOTIONS

THE COMMUNICATOR

Rank Whence Whither

Cdr. R.A.N. Exchange Reversion to R.N.
Lt. (SD) (C) Gannet MercurY
Sub Lt. (SD) (C) MercurY Terror
Caot. Presiderit Eastbourne i/c & as Capt. F.4
Lr. (SD) (C) Condor Ark RoYal
I-t. isoi iCi R.A.F. Pucklechurch Mercury (N.P. l7l2)
Lt. Cdr.' 

' Signal Division Personnel Panel
Lt. Cdr. A.S.W.E. Kranii
A/Sub Lt. (SD) (C) Vernon Lochinvar (Capt. M/S Home)

R.A.N.

To Captain To Lieutenant Commander
i, H. LEe, p.s.c. A. H' DrcrrNs
i'n. McKarc R. J. G-nrrN
"frovisional Selection L. J. KELasrn, R.A.N.
I. F. Sonnrnvrrrs G. F. N' Klox
To Comrnander J' B' Rut*st"e
H. R. Kserr J. B. SNow,^R'A.N.
p."tiiio"at Selection To Second Officer W.R.N.S.
.W. FrrzHsnnrnr Miis E' M' Ross
P. C. Pnrwcs To Acting Sub Lieutenant (SD) (C)

To Lieutenant Commander (SD) (C) W' G' Bnrccs,-C'R'S'
A. Srrlrrn R. Cannorr, C.R.S'
C. H. Cox A. y/.-J. CneNooN,--R.S.
To Lieutenant (SD) (C) J. K' Drunsrv,^ C'Y'
R- A. Coss D. JncxsoN, R.S.
j- a"* q:, JAcKgoN,- c'R's'
V. G. Denrwnrr W. A. U. J4Rv!s, R.S.
R. BneonunY K' Rurrr, C'C'Y'
F. A. Junn P. lfanrs, C'R'S'
P. A. Wrnraus

Radio Supervit". t" Chiuf R"aio Supervisor R' BaxBn (l'4'59)-- ,-.
S. R. Srrrrtn (1.1.59) T. E' CLrNroN (1-0'4'59)

R. KrNcsroN'(1.1.5i) Communications Yeoman to Chief
n. M. S. WIlioN (i7.1.59) Communications Yeoman
K. TnoupsoN (23.i.59) P. ArxrNsow (3...1,521, 

.

a. J. 
-SCe*oturni-o 

125.i.5e) D- G- WeLsn-(lg:1'59)
i.'d.' aLL"" (27.1.5i) !1. JIrjNr (2917:52),-.

i. E. w'Bsr izg.tsg> C. Bnevlrv (!2:2:59.
E. W. nrcsnioNo (31.1.59) S. !ilrrrcox q4t?.)
O. O. Jours (31.1.59) E. J. Ewnro (lr1'52 

.

l-f. farr.on'(31.1.59) A. HrNornsox (2'4'59)

RETIREMENTS

C. D. BoNnalr-Cantrn, c.a. ... Rear Admiral
F. W. s. Cnemnu ... Lt. (SD) (Q) A!.9. r2s5l.s7
F. Vr. Coopsn ... Lt. (SD) (C) A.F.O. 1955/57
R. S. Fosrrn-Bnowu, c.B. ... Rear Admiral
Mti U. E. HuNrrn ... 3/O V.R.N.S' B.R. 1077 Aft' L'318

R, B. MoNrcr,anr Lt. Cdr.
c. C. Warus ... Lt. (SD) (C) A.F.O. 1955/57

BIRTHDAY IHONOURS
K.B.E. (Military)
C.B. (Military)
O.B.E. (Military)
M.B.E. (Military))
M.B.E. (Military)

Vice Admiral J. G. T. Iwcrrs
Rear Admiral C. D. Bolua'u-Canrrn
C&. J. W. Mteoows
Lt. Cdr. (Sp) H. Puxct
Lt. Cdr. (SD) (C) C. Sro<rs



CONSU LT

FOR YOUR NEXT REMOVAL
Experienced Staff . Modern Vehicles. Satisfaction Guaranteed

AMPLE WAREi{OUSING ACCOMMODATION AVAILABLE IN :

PORTSMO UTH.EMSWORTH . FARE HAM - PETERSFI ELD
LONDON .CHATHAM -PLYM O UTH .SOUTHAMPTO N

RYDE (|SLE OF WtcHT)

Registered ofrice:-13 CLARENDON ROAD, souTHsEA portsmouth z1s1sl6

SONS,Ir?

FOR A HAPPY I-AI{DIT{G IN MATTA

I I}IAKE

H('P LEAF CTSK LAGER
FARSOHS STOUT KIilNTE

ELUE LAEEL
CISK LACT('

crr/rrdr



Peace of Mind -
For over 50 years Flemings

have been setting new

standards of tailoring

and pioneering new

fashions for men.

They have no equal--
in spite of many

imitations-for
cut, cloth and comfort.

It is by these points

that you can always

recognise Flemings' clothes.

Good Clothes are made by

A. FLEMING & CO.
(OUTFITTERS) LTD..

COMPLETE CIVILIAN AND NAVAL TAILORS

AND OUTFITTERS

,.THE CAMP SHOP''-H.M.S. "MERCURY"
Head O.ffices and Mail Order Department:

P.O. Eox Nr. 3,

HAY STREET AND PORTLAND STREET, PORTSMOUTH
Grams :'NnvsrncB' Ponrsuotrnr Phone: Ponrsuourx 24251 (3 lines)

Bratchcs at

Portsmouth-Devonport-Weymouth-Dunfermline-Malta

Members of the Intcrport Naval Traders' Associatiott

COMMUNICATOR
BRANCH TIES

RAYON

6/6 each

SILK
l2l3 each

COMMUNICATOR
BLAZER BADGES

COLOURED SILKS

10/3 each

GOLD WIRE

35/- cach
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